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Compromise possiblem

NS 176A demands 
rejected by science
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Srr- ■ By BOB WALLER
After almost four months of 

disruptions, wrangles over the merit of 
course content and the validity of a 
compulsory final exam, students in 
Natural Science 176A yesterday af
ternoon saw their demands for a 
revised form of evaluation rejected by 
course director J.A. Burt and by the 
Faculty of Science.

Following the decision yesterday 
afternoon by the science committee on 
examinations and academic standards 
to allow course director James A. Burt 
to evaluate the students with a final 
exam, the students met with arts dean 
John T. Saywell.

Saywell then set a meeting for today 
of the first year general education 
interdisciplinary committee and the 
NS176A negotiating committee to 
examine the dispute as it now stands.

Saywell said that the committee will 
decide what action it should recom
mend the arts faculty take on standing 
if any students in the course decide not 
to write the final exam and thereby 
receive a failing grade from Burt.

The arts faculty exam board would 
have the last say in setting final 
grades.

The meeting will be at 3:30 pm today 
in room S942 in the Ministry of Love.

The demands, revised after two days 
of intensive meetings between the 
NS 176 A negotiating committee and arts 
. id science faculty, were as follows:

T. If the student desires a letter 
grade, ie. A, B, C, etc., he must write 
the final examination.
“2. If the student desires to be graded 

on a pass/ fail basis', the basis for the 
grade will be: (a) his Christmas 
examination AND (b) his optional 
essay or oral research project/ book 
oral research project AND t c) 500 word 
critique of the course.
“If the student desires a pass/ fail 

grade, but has not completed 2) (b), 
then he must complete this part 
before the examination date.''

The key in the rejection of the 
demands was Burt's refusal to change 
the evaluation policy in the Science, 
Technology and Society course despite 
a last-minute plea by the students’ 
negotiating committee yesterday at 
noon.

Burt argued that “it's a good 
suggestion but at this point in the 
game, there is no way to accept it. If 
such a scheme had been proposed in 
the fall, I probably would have con
sidered it more seriously. Probably I 
also would have run a pass/ fail course 
differently.”

He added that he had been given the 
power by his superiors to “plan the 
course from ‘T equals O' down to the 
end and I think the exam is a good 
thing.”

Burt told the negotiating committee 
that if there was to be a change in 
evaluation at this stage, it would have 
to be the sole responsibility of either 
the arts and/ or science faculties but he 
would not support the proposed 
changes.
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He also said, “they asked me to give 
the grades and this is the only way I 
will do so without new explicit direc
tions from above."

If Burt had been amicable to the 
students' demands, science dean H I. 
Schiff told students yesterday morning, 
there was a strong possibility that the 
science curriculum committee would 
endorse the change.

At the same meeting, arts dean John 
T. Saywell said that the Council of the 
Faculty of Arts would probably not look 
with disfavor on the change.

At press time late yesterday af
ternoon the student negotiating 
committee had not decided what 
course of action to take except to make 
a formal report of the negotiations to 
the class tomorrow.

The course had erupted on Friday 
when about 40 students walked out to 
protest against the course content, 
lecture format and merit of writing a 
final examination.

During two days of meetings between 
the NS176A negotiating committee, 
Saywell, Schiff and Burt saw the 
original request of the NS176A class 
revised many times over until the final 
compromise, which was presented to 
Burt yesterday.

At their first meeting on Tuesday 
morning with Saywell, the committee 
asked that “the students in NS176A 
should be granted the option of 1) 
writing a final exam and being graded 
m NS176A, 2) not writing a final exam 
in which case NS176A would be 
ungraded (ie. pass/ fail evaluation)."

At that time, a third option was 
added on the suggestion of Saywell 
stating that if people wished, they could 
get a final letter grade without writing 
the final exam. The mark would be 
similar to aegrotat standing.

Saywell, who said that "my own 
personal feeling is that criticism of the 
course is widespread" and "I an
ticipated the revolution in natural 
science next fall,” reported the results 
of the meeting to Schiff.

Saywell also agreed that “the social 
implications in this course and other 
natural science courses are not being 
brought out well."

Around noon Saywell called student 
Dean Zalev, according to Zalev, and 
told him that "You’ve made your point.
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IT'S JUST FOR FUN ANYWAY
The plate may be backwards, but Brad Weiner, one of the club plans casual games in the spring and summer and hopes 
members of York's new baseball club, can still hit the ball and to start up an inter-collegiate team. If baseball is your groove 
have fun. Steve Thomas, the club's president, looks on. The too, call Steve at 638-2094. H. I. Schiff

. why don't you just write the exam. . . 
If nobody in 176A writes an exam, then 
five other courses won't want to write. .
. Next year 30 courses won't want to 
write. . and you’ll have to convince 
Dean Schiff."

Tuesday afternoon, Schiff and the 
negotiating committee met for two 
hours. When it was over, the original 
demands had been tentatively 
scrapped and the committee was to go 
back to the class with a proposal that as 
an alternative to the exam, students 
could write an essay-type critique of 
the course which would be maked by 
Schiff instead of Burt.

Schiff, who said that “you are the 
victims of a course which was new 
given by a new lecturer" would not 
agree to anyone getting credit in the 
course and not attempting 100 per cent 
of the evaluation.

He sympathized: "Look, I don’t know 
what the hell to say about the exam bit. 
Complaints about 176A are all valid and 
negotiable and should be a continuing 
dialogue."

Tuesday evening the negotiating 
committee met and decided that the 
compromise with Schiff was a per
version of the mandate given by the 
class, and was not a satisfactory 
solution to the problems of NS176A.

They developed the demands that 
were ultimately rejected by Burt.

Ross: Discipline report 
is now university policy

By BOB ROTH
York University president Murray G. 

Ross confirmed yesterday that 
basic concepts of the Laskin report on 
student discipline are now university 
policy.

In a meeting with the executive of the 
Council of the York Student 
Federation, Ross said that under Ar
ticle 13 (2) C of the York University Act 
he has the power to implement the 
report and has decided to adhere to its 
basic concepts and principles.

He said, however, it was an "interim 
measure" and agreed to send a letter to 
that effect to all members of the York 
community. He said he would prepare 
one by tomorrow.

However, five minutes after his 
meeting with the CYSF, Ross met with 
the university senate Duff-Berdahl 
committee which is now studying the 
Laskin report.

The Founders representative, 
Ronald Freedman, resigned “in 
support of the position taken by the 
Council of the York Student Federation 
and the Council of the Faculty of Arts.

It is my belief that tne action taken 
by Dr. Ross is an inexcusable step 
backwards in the goal of student 
participation in the affairs of the 
university community," the letter said.

On Tuesday the Council of the 
Faculty of Arts put inserts into all their 
calendars stating disapproval of Ross’s 
action.

Roily Stroeter, a student member of 
the Laskin committee has also ex
pressed his disapproval and signed a 
petition being circulated supporting the 
CYSF stand

Ross said he has implemented the 
report to modify his power under the 
York Act, but he admitted that legally 
he could at any time overule or even 
abolish the court.

Ross said it would take three years to 
change the act which gives him that 
power.

He said he will use the principles of 
the Laskin report “until the university 
decides what they’re going to do with 
the Laskin report.”

CYSF president Paul Axelrod, who is 
opposed to many of the concepts and 
principles outlined in the report said 
the report fails to deal adequately with 
the definition of the university and 
concepts of freedom.

For instance, he said, students 
challenging professors in lectures is 
easily interpreted under the Laskin 
report as a disruption and therefore a 
misdeed, but how does one deal with an 
inflexible professor in a natural science 
course where there are "students being 
cheated of what they should have been 
experiencing?”

There, he presented a draft copy of 
his proposed letter dated Tuesday, 
March 17.

The committee was not satisfied with 
the letter and is engaging in 
negotiations with Ross.

The controversy over the Laskin 
report arose last week when the 
university academic calendars were 
released indicating that the report had 
been implemented.

Earlier Ross and his assistant, John 
Becker, had assured the students and 
faculty that the report would not be 
implemented without their approval.

Both the CYSF and the York 
University Faculty Association have 
expressed disapproval of parts of the 
report.

On Tuesday the Founders College 
representative on the university court 
resigned in protest. The CYSF 
representative was withdrawn earlier.
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Prof petitioned in 171

exam. A lot of the students were 
pacified.

But some of them are still uptight. 
Ted Pilkington, E2, is going to ask for 
five minutes to speak to the students 
about the course in Hooker’s lecture 
tomorrow, and he's going to draw up 
another petition asking Hooker to drop 
either the exam or the essay com
pletely.

"For the time involved to do a good 
exam which no one wants to take," 
Pilkington said Tuesday, “this isn't 
worth it."

Students in the Natural Science 171 
course on “The Nature and Growth of 
the Physical Sciences" got mad last 
Wednesday when course director C.A. 
Hooker told them they would be writing 
an exam with 70 objective questions, as 
well as a 3,000-word essay.

So 68 per cent of the class signed a 
petition on Friday to protest.

,_

Hooker changed the requirement so 
that now students only have to answer 
45 of the 70 questions on the objectiveMurray G. Ross Paul Axelrod

Five candidates expected on senate presidential ballot Tuesday
By JOHN KING

It now appears there will be five names on 
the York presidential ballot when senators 
cast their preferential votes next week.

Although a formal list has not yet been 
drawn up, the lineup is expected to include 
two of the three candidates on the original 
"short list” of candidates — John T. Saywell, 
York's arts dean and University of Toronto 
dean of arts and science Albert D. Allen.

The newcomers in the ring are expected to 
be John H.G. Cripo, the head of the industrial 
relations department at U of T, David Slater, 
the dean of graduate studies and research at 
Queen’s University and Osgoode law 
professor I.R. Feltham Feltham is one of the 
two York faculty members on the board of 
governors.

It appears that James M. Gillies, the head of 
Ytork’s faculty of administrative studies, who 
was reportedly strongly supported as a 
candidate by board chairman William 
Pearson Scott, has also missed out on the 
second short list of candidates.

According to reliable sources, the first list 
ran into significant opposition from Scott 
when it was presented to York’s board-senate 
executive committee Dec. 4, because of the 
small number of candidates on the list and the 
omission of Gillies’ name.

Gillies had been mentioned as a possible 
presidential candidate since the Committee of 
Search for a New President started meeting in 
May, 1969 Sources in the administration had 
expected his name to be on the second list 
when it comes to the senate next Tuesday.

Another potential York president, present 
University of Calgary president A.W.R. 
Carrot hers, rumored to have been discussed 
by the search committee when they were 
making up the second short list, was never 
actually approached by the committee.

A special secret senate meeting has been 
called for next Tuesday, when the committee 
will submit its report listing the final slate of 
candidates. Senators will be able to vote by 
secret ballot for the candidates of their choice 
from the time of the adjournment of the

special meeting until 4:30 Thursday.
Results of the senate vote will be released 

only to Scott, the chairman of the board, and 
Laskin, the chairman of the search com
mittee, who is also a board member.

The board will appoint the next president, 
keeping in mind that whoever it is must have 
the “broad support” of the senate.

Before the senate meeting Tuesday the 
committee has to submit its report to Scott.

The search committee wound up its second 
series of interviews Tuesday night with a re
interview of Saywell.

The first series of interviews, which ended 
late in November, 1969, resulted in three 
candidates’ names being presented to the 
board —Saywell, Allen and McGill University 
vice-principal Michael K. Oliver.

Oliver dropped out after the names were 
released in EXCALIBUR and The Globe and 
Mail Dec. 9. He is reportedly a strong con
tender for the soon-to-be-open principalship of 
McGill.

On Jan. 5 Saywell withdrew from the race

charging that the procedure was "unwise, if 
not disastrous.”

In his letter of withdrawal, Saywell said the 
senate should have the "preponderant say” in 
the presidential selection. He also criticized 
the secrecy of the selection and reporting 
procedure, calling it "a procedure which 
ensures that the new president. . will take 
office under a cloud.”

On Jan. 8 Allen withdrew, also criticizing 
the selection procedure.

He said he felt the new president should be 
chosen by a committee representing all parts 
of the university — students, faculty, senate 
and board.

"It would be foolish to take it on unless one 
could feel very well assured of general sup
port and sympathy throughout the univer
sity,” Allen said.

Both men left open the possibility that they 
would accept renomination if the procedure 
were changed to overcome their objections.

Saywell said Tuesday night that in spite of 
his re-interview he had not yet officially

thrown his hat back into the ring.
Apparently the committee decided to 

submit the maximum number of candidates 
on their second short list to avoid the problem 
of one of the candidates dropping out.

The search committee’s terms of reference 
restricted them to presenting no less than 
three and no more than five names.

The criteria used by the selection com
mittee were redefined before the second ser
ies of interviews was started.

York president Murray G. Ross announced 
his intention to retire as York's chief ad
ministrator effective June 30, 1970, in a letter 
to Scott in December, 1968.

The search committee, struck at a board- 
senate executive committee meeting Feb. 19. 
1969, was to have completed its report by 
early November, 1969. The entire selection of 
the new president had been expected to be 
completed by the end of November.

The selection procedure should now be 
completed by early April.
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22 profs rehired at Loyola; purge denied
M« 'VTHK U n r IVrr* KudrtHi «id faculty Had laun. bed the admimtir .lion .grnrd ihal hi.

Mrlrf a onr men arbitration a lull * ale prUrti agamsi thnr devis** would hr Ending on ail 
vummit’ee m Ihr < aw o# 3» Loyola admuustralion lor Ihr liriigi» and parties
« oilncr farWii fired to (hrif «1 for refuting to corndn hindmg |w*l Tuesday Mnrr declared

arbitra» wm in thr raw ol nor leer ihal O of thr faculty should hr
granted one veer nan terminal
rnnt facts

In his » (M<r report Meier *|sr 
suggested isnpn| changea in the 
pnrrmng slrwture a# lawli 
si though thr Ng|ratMH «ill mu 
hr landing on thr college

trustees irWTetUl) all Jeasat* 
shosad nol he allowed to

at thr
rollegr I urmali « lr«s< three 
trust rn
*on ol ersewre Aknsi«a («raha • 

hold academic pmi’nm
Mener suggested that 

ronflirt el truer eel aauM haie to hJ 
teaalifd by résignai son frwn thr 
haard he al»> suggested II-. *p 
punt men» el a college orribsals,- ,. 

to handk disputes at the rw eg.

ministration las! Ifecember
Malone ft Hrn arvtsurprised thr latyola campus phvaicist 

Man h 10 by ret eraing the ad 
ministration s decision m the cases beginning ol thr (all term 
at 73 ol Ihr prut et surs

S A x.nihanam 
dismissed by thr college at thr i nrUaming a renewal 

•gXion Fis r ol thr remaining 
fflrawn «ere dismissed from 
iaiMiia l*n others withdrew their 
appeals before Meyer reached a
decision

t hirl among his siggrtlmni • as 
a large scale cWhack m thr preeer 
at thr Homan Catholic Soruty oI 
Jesus oser academic affairs at the 
college arguing that sersous 
mroidrralspn should hr gism to 
the selection ol a lay president and 
academic rice president for 
I hi ala

Current administration 
president Patrick Malone and 
acting academic rice president 
Jack O Hr sen are both members at 
the JrsWt order both hase sersed 
as otyect» at student and faculty 
<k«nattent at thr college

sc* ► a
A high proportion ol the 

dismissed farWly had been heosiiy 
minisnd m criticism at the tmyula 
administration lor its act an m

At thr same time Meyer lie* 
pains to soften the hlo* far Ihr 
l>ryt»Li administration dm Larugi 
Use anginal action in firing Ihr firing Xanthaisam and some had 
|e ufr-asivi did not const it ulr Ihr mpparird a ihrr« das 

political purge charged by 
students and faculty at thr college

class
• students |r<»tr-sting the

administration s
NYC KEY GOES 
TO PANTHERS

At thr same time Meyer ■

that financial and admusuir*
<-ms «dératé** might freer 
harks m Ixeynia stall nest 
the adminestrat**i had declared 
this year that posathte ewrWlme- 
cuthacks forced thrtr drriswm », 
fire thr 7t faculty

mm negotiation 
attitude oser the <anlhanam rutStudents at Ixisola termed finrw 

Meier s dm ish*1 a great s ■ tors 
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»ner
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Becoming 'little brown white men'

Education blamed for Indian assimilation
The federal government’s recent ThL"! ™Pf0V!d > said’ “U is obvio^

cutback on funds for the Indian . f ,th.ey are not to be that the Indian suffers a traumatic
Affairs Branch as part of its anti- ™*d by £tu? 80v<;[nment experience in adapting to the 
inflation policy, has adversely P™misfes’as they have/n the Past, Publ'c school system which em- 
affected the attempts of Indian 1 im- ,• we(ll ar!. to, efcaPe pl°ys testing procedures entirely 
leaders to make their people aware atlon/ tben educational foreign to the Indian child.”
of the fact that the Canadian Indian ^ r.flec ,tbe her‘tage of
faces extinction, the executive the Indian culture,” he said, 
director of the Union of New 
Brunswick Indians says.

Speaking to a capacity audience 
in Glendon College’s Old Dining 
Hall Monday night, Andrew 
Nichols charged that “the federal 
government is attempting to 
assimilate the Indian and to make 
his children little brown white men 
through its educational system.”

Referring to the cutbacks,
Nichols said: “I try to work with 
my people, and then I get screwed 
by Ottawa.

rights of non-treaty Indians to registered and 
negotiate with the government Indians 
over aboriginal rights and special “Our future is decided by 
StaUf for the Indian nameless, faceless bastard in

When questioned about the effect Ottawa.” 
of the Indian Act in guaranteeing The government should be 
î,ndian ,r'ghts' Nichols replied: discussing and negotiating its 

Ihe Indian Act has no ap- decisions on Indian policy with the
preciation of the basic living Indians, Nichols said. He charged
conditions of the Indian people. It that important decisions are now
contains measures to protect the made by the Indian agent on the
Indian, but these measures can be reserve, rather than by the band

v . changed easily by the government, council, “and his recom-
The government thinks, as it did in mendations are acted upon in

i .11M S 1870, that it knows all the answers, accordance with current Tovern
lÉgll I “^e^’;be said “is that we ment policy. No attempt is made to

arhe d'v,ded by the number process involve Indian representatives in
kÜÜjil W ,Ch makeS, US status and non- discussion concerning future

I status, treaty and non-treaty, proposals.”JS!*
,5lîaï-É

non-registered

some

Nichols charged that govern- 
, ment proposals now under con-

With dropout rates as high as 75 sidération, if accepted, will end the

mms
• iSE™
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Inflation education 
planned by OttawammApril Fool's 

is their day 
for Rochdale fc

m

1 %. St A member of the federal Prices Lenglet. assistant director of the 
and Incomes Commission said Canadian Food and Allied Workers 
Friday the commission plans to Union, said all labor leaders face 
launch a full-scale public the problem of their membership 
education campmgn in April about rejecting contract settlements 
inflation, its causes, and possible reached and recommended bv 
remedies. their bargaining committees.

George Haythorne, former 
deputy minister of the federal 
Labor Department, said television 
advertisements and a special 
pamphlet are being prepared for 
wide distribution.

I",

Rochdale College is in trouble 
again.

The college needs $100,000 quick- 
like to pay off the mortgage held HKj 
over its head, and people on Roch- 
dale’s student-elected governing RSz 
council have a great idea to raise 1 v 
money. I 1

April 1 is National Rochdale Day fcd 
(no fooling) all across Canada and 
April 1-7 to Share the Wealth with 
Rochdale Week, all across Canada.

There’s a coordinated campaign 
to organize fund-raisers 
everywhere and to provide 
speakers to explain Rochdale to 
the public.

Rochdale will be selling buttons, 
posters, genuine diplomas (BA for 
$25, MA for $50), associate 
memberships to Rochdale and 
weekend tickets to Rochdale.

Rochdale even got $11.55 from 
the Council of the York Student 
Federation to coordinate dances, 
fund-raising activities 
publicity here at York to help get 
students out to solicit funds from 
financial entrepreneurs within the 
local metropolis.

The Rochdale people 
planning to issue a national tithe on 
all sales of dope during National 
Rochdale Week.

-
“Labor bosses do not decide 

wage settlements and therefore, 
cannot make a commitment with 
the government like business 
leaders,” he said.

tnlA nn t . Haythorne said his commission
„/\e . d 9? PartlclPants at a is engaged in on-going exploratory 
conference at York organized by discussions with labor leaders 
graduate business students that hoping to develop common sense 
the campaign will suggest ways for approaches so that wage and 
everyone to help fight inflation. salary demands will soon make a

further contribution to economicAfterward he said, “we are 
asking the public to bet that prices stablllty. 
will not continue to go up, but will .. "We do not expect to develop any 
level off or actually go down. We bxed formula,” he said. “We want
want to change the public’s ex- workers to realize that it is in their

own self-interest to end inflation.”pectations about the rising cost of 
living.

St_~ Blacks plan 
conference 
on schools

“Our message will be save, 
don’t spend.’ ”im w Haythorne said the cost of living 
in 1969 rose about 4.5 per cent due 
to inflation. The commission seeks 
to lower the increase to 1 or 2 per 
cent a year, to where it was in the 
early 1960s.

99
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Accounting s Mrs. S. Baker counts and rolls the pennies.and The York University based 
Black Peoples’ Movement is 
sponsoring a conference Saturday 

Fellow panelist John Lenglet, a ®n,"The Black Child in the Ontario
labor executive, urged the Scb°o1 System.”
government and the commission to The Conference will take place 

It all started when an unidentified student painted a rock in the middle help labor leaders educate their from 10;30 am to 7 pm at the in-
of the field in front of the Farquharson Life Sciences Building in his rank"and-file members about the ternatl0nal student center at the
personal attempt to brighten up the campus. The administration parried ser,ous consequences of inflation to £?rner of SL Geor8e and College 

People at York keen on saving by sending him a bill for $10 to clean off his artwork. themselves. 5tT
tricate3 experiment^ sotietallv student thrust back by paying his bill Tuesday with $10 in loose 1 couldnt get labor leaders to by a panel discussion at 8 pm
relevant mini-governmental free ? ? J" 3 br°Wn paper bag' The administration parried again bv agrf onf a commo" restraint Friday ni8ht in Hart House at the
school of newly improved ednea takm,g the Peames and putting them in a coin counter to save the work of P™8 wages' he said- He University of Toronto. Panelists
Uonal experiences9 Shm,id counting by hand. argued the government was in a will include Austin Clarke. York
SS'fn tttin^try^^LTve0""6’ W“ $1° 3nd ^

prestige and financial resources. Coalition.

Thrust, parry, thrust
are even

National Black

A pitch for Spadina

Expressway protests not Canadian , Cass sa vs
. By NIPSEY JONES people to live outside of an increasingly- ,. . . '

Metro Toronto Roads Commissioner overcrowded city area. 8‘ Partlcularly on the displacement of too system? Detroit is close behind It might
M,m£3SS,h°,d 3 P?Ck,ed h°,uSe at Burt0n on “One of the facts of life is the continuing ™any urban dwellers nearby the ex- be noted that Detroit has one of the hugest
nlannpd ^ protests ln thls Clty against gravitation of people to the suburbs,” he pr£*sway construction. and most-complicated systems in §the
planned expressways were a result of said. “The volume of urban transit is 0,The Spadina Expressway area north of world.
Americanization. “No other cities in doubling every 20 years ” ^t. Avenue to Eglinton Avenue, by
Canada protest against planned ex- Cass did acknowledge, however that the way’ is heavily populated, 
pressways, he said. there are severe expressway problems in

Cass, an electrical engineer, outlined 
historically how the purpose of the ex
pressway had developed. He said that with 
the rapid expansion of Toronto since the 
war, something had to be developed to 
take the incredible pressure off the 
existing traffic arteries.

Also, given the factor of urban sprawl, 
the large numbers of city workers who live 
in the suburbs had to be serviced with 
some sort of fast means of getting to work.
Cass also pointed out that with the 
existence of speedy expressways from 
suburb to city, it was now feasible for

At the end of his little talk, Cass handed 
“Cities have always been described by the lectern over to his assistant who

the U.S. of A. He said this is caused bv°the congestion.” Cass said. The completion of Presented a slide show tour of the Spadina
Toronto's expressway system will help to Expressway as it has been proposed, 
alleviate this problem, he added.

Cass described how the Spadina Ex
pressway was to incorporate “nine 
features taking all things into 
sidération.” He did not elaborate.

over-emphasis put on expressways 
other forms of rapid transit.

“But we in Metro can hardly be accused 
of over-emphasizing expressways 
rapid transit,” he said, “since we have 21 
miles of subway being used or under 
construction and

over
His attitude was that the expressway is 

inevitable and that this is the way that it is 
going to be; that it can never be stopped.over

con-
D ...... u. , The only bright spot in the talk was
tiut he did give his audience an abun- when, in reply to a round of raucous sar- 

pressways.” dance of statistical information — mostly castic laughter from the audience. Cass
His emphasis on this equality was shot f'rom U.S. sources — concerning the asked if his fly was undone, 

down later when he said that less than 10 beneflcal factors of the expressway, 
per cent of Metro urban travel is via the 
subway system.

Cass blamed other cities' expressway 
problems on poor design in general and

20 miles of ex-

, . , , ... . The ambiguity of Cass’ talk was sum-
s Angeles he said, has the fastest med up in his opening remarks when he 

average travel time of any big city at rush said: “By training, I am an engineer and
seen the TiSwHmTa BUt haVC y°U not an urban Planner- ■ -I feel qualified to 
seen the sprawling LA expressway say something about planning."

more
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Free school -The York — 
f DAY CARE X 

CO-OP Excalibur
AdvertisingStudents would organize courses

economically viable. A minimum participants per course. Fees 
Some York students are taking of 10 PeoPle committed to the would diminish proportionately

the first steps towards initiating a Project is all we require to get it off with increasing numbers of
free educational community this ground. students,
autumn. The idea has been tossed
around and discussed casually for an application of the ideas
a couple of months and this presented by York professor David
Tuesday at noon there will be a Bakan in his Plan for a College, 
meeting in Room 291 Behavioural 
Sciences Building for anyone in
terested.

By SHELLEY COOPERSMITH
desperately needs 

volunteers for

1

only one more issue 
to go —

In many respects the project is “In addition, there are all kinds 
of financial resources which we 
have not begun to tap.” APRIL I

The ideas for this community 
According to Jay Fukakusa, sprang to life two weeks ago when 

another organizer, accreditation Fukakusa and Freedman attended 
will consist of “a descriptive the lecture at Osgoode Hall by 
summary of the student’s in- noted educational philosopher Ivan 
volvement in the course, written mick, who advocates the abolition 
and signed by the resource person.
This record could be kept in a 
central registry for the student’s 
future use (e.g. in applying for pressed with Illick’s talk,” 
jobs) or personal reference.”

to
March 26The basic idea is to establish a 

community in which students get 
together and hire people from 
various backgrounds to give lec
tures, seminars or more ex
perience-oriented demonstrations 
on topics which interest them.

The students initiate and 
organize the courses according to 
their interests and seek resource 
people in the community.

SEPTEMBER
of institutionalized education.

If you will have some spare 
time please come and see 
us soon in Winters 017 or 
phone us at 635-3368.

“Ron and I were deeply im-
Deadline: Monday 

5pm Sharp-Fukakusa said, “but we felt the 
major drawback was that the 
audience and most people at
tending university would be un
willing to leave the institution and 
get an education elsewhere. ■

• It • i
“Our idea is to leave anrfuse the 

resources of Metropolitan Toronto

Since the number of participants 
in each course will probably be 
small, facilities should be easy to 
find. The groups could get together 

At present the 1 pipework is at any mutually agreeable place, 
loose and flexible Ron freedman, How much would such a per- 
—r °f the organizers, says, “We sonalized, unstructured education
feel it is feasible, practical and cost? Surprisingly, it should work creatively. It’s about time we got ^

out to be less expensive than out of these boxes and opened the f 
university. cubby-holes of our minds.”

Telephone 635-3800
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Wedding PhotographyRYFM initiates
inter-college 
radio network

Freedman figures that “a Anyone interested in this ongoing 
student could take five courses for learning and growing experience 
$500, at $100 for each course. And can find out where it’s at in Room 
that’s the maximum cost, 249 in the Behavioural Science 
assuming a minimum number of 10 Building.

by

■—/ - _ />
Radio York’s new broadcasting 

facilities could boast the centre for 
a College University Broadcasting 
System in about 18 months.

Initiated by Radio York, the idea 
involves the setting up of a 
microwave communications 
network between college radio 
stations.

CUBS would enable live voice 
news reports from any station 
hooked into it.

Jamieson criticizes 
industry on pollution GERALD CAMPBELL STUDIO 

86 Avenue Road Toronto 5, Ont.
quickly except for the pollution 
disaster caused when about one 
million gallons of oil spilled from 
the tanker Arrow off the Novia 
Scotia coast last month,” he said.

He said Imperial Oil Ltd., which 
leased the tanker, should have 
developed emergency procedures 
to handle such emergencies.

“Anyone engaged in the business 
of transporting large quantities of 
oil just off-shore should have asked 
himself a long time ago what are 
we going to do if a disaster oc
curs,” he said.

Jamieson said he will ask the 
study group to determine what can 
be done to combat pollution 
disasters and to examine the whole 
impact of the transportation in
dustry on environmental pollution.

Federal Transport Minister 
Donald Jamieson criticized the 
Canadian transport industry last 
Friday for being “quite 
irresponsible regarding pollution” 
and he said he planned to invite the 
industry to help him cope with the 
problem.

Jamieson told a conference at 
York he wants to form within a 
month a joint government -business 
study group to advise him directly 
on pollution caused by the tran
sportation industry.

“I would not have moved so

Three services to choose from 
$75.00 $150.00 $280.00

A For Appointment Miss Cole 927-1901

The toughest 
bargain you 

can drive WÊP -
m§

No,r

PEUGEOT 204 
WAGONETTE not

Girls' sick leave 
same as men's us!• front wheel drive

• Michelin X radial ply all season tires
• power disc brakes
• ELECTROPHORESIS rustproofing

We don't like to leave our customers out in the cold. Regular 
Service and Maintenance is the sure way to avoid car 
trouble.

WASHINGTON (LNS)
U.S. Labor Department has 
released a report which shows that 
women lose no more time from 
their jobs than men — including 
time lost for pregnancy and 
childbirth.

Where men and women are in 
similar levels of employment, the 
report says, they have similar 
rates of absenteeism, job tenure 
and mobility.

TheTT

0 ISLE OF DOGS 
QUITS EMPIRE

B
The Toughest (and safest) bargain you can drive.

RAYMOND’S 
EUROPEANCAR 

SERVICE
41 EDDYSTONE AVE. 

Telephone 743-6845

GALLELLO'S BP 
SERVICE

ISLE OF DOGS (LNS) - The 
Isle of Dogs, a peninsula com
munity that juts out from London 
into the River Thames, has 
seceded from the British empire. It 
is believed that the noisy hounds of 
Greenwich Palace were im
prisoned on the isle during the 16th 
and 17th centuries, to give respite 
to the beleaguered ears of the king. 
Life apparently isn’t much better 
for the people who inhabit the isle 
these days, beset by deteriorating 
schools and housing facilities. The 
rebels have already designed their 
standard: two spaniels rampant on 
a sea of civil servants.

P
P

3374 KEELE STREET (N. OF SHEPPARD)
TEL. 638-3171

WHOLESALE SHOW ROOM
EXPERT SERVICECLOSE OUT SALE ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MAKES

FRIDAY & SATURDAY MARCH 21 & 22 
9:30 a.m. — 4 p.m.

All Clubs, Societies 
and Organizations

100 SUEDE SKIRTS ÎA.99
SO .99

sizes 5 — 13 Reg. $20.00
75 SUEDE SKIRTS & VESTS
Reg. to $25.00

the
burger bar

N
each

wishing money from the75 COAT SUITS Reg. to $35.00 2pc. linen
coats plus matching 
pants —sizes 8 to 16

3314 keele st. (at Sheppard ave.)
$13.99

CYSF-the heme of well-seasoned* 
charcoal-broiled steak burgers, 
cheeseburgers and hawaiien
hl.HM.rc

60 FASHION RAINCOATS Reg . $30.00
weather sheens — wet looks etc. — sizes 8 to 16

for the 1970-71 Academic year 
must submit their budgets to:1/2 PRICE SALE - SPORTSWEAR

ENTIRE SPRING SAMPLE LINE Sizes 9 & 
11 only
Choose PANTS, SKIRTS, VESTS, 
JACKETS, TOPS, 2 pc. sets, dresses, 
jumpsuits, swim wear etc.

we also feature specially prepared

-come and treat yourself to 
delicious food at reasonable

The Finance Commissioner 
CYSF
Room N 108 Ross Bldg.

-we are open Sunday to Thursday 11 
a.m. to 1 a.m., Friday and 
Saturday 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

-ten percent off everything with 
minimum purchase of $1.00

not later than 31st March

THE GALLERY
379 ADELAIDE STREET WEST

Submissions must include the specific amount requested, a 
list of the executive officers, and a statement of the purpose 
and projects of the group.

with atl card
— Just West of Spadina Avenue

10% off

‘
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Fighting for community power

Police crack down on Panthers
5?"%=

From Guardian-LNS
“We will not fight capitalism with black capitalism; we 

will not fight imperialism with black imperialism; we will 
not fight racism with black racism. Rather we will take 
our stand against these evils with a solidarity derived 
from a proletarian internationalism born of socialist 
idealism."

■' Ci ?liM 1S11/i "Til

fili. a::m ! r i
■ v .« • N «Bobby Seale, Chairman, 

Black Panther Party

Since May 1967 the Black Panther Party has born the 
brunt of a massive U.S. government crackdown 
militant black activities that has resulted in over 1,000 
incidents of harassment of party members and over 20 
cases of homocide.

Widespread fear and panic among U.S. political leaders 
and their police agents has been caused by the 
phenomenal growth of the party and its ability to organize 
the black resistance movement into a drive for com
munity power.
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%LI ■ z!Low life expectancy
One need only look at the current condition of the 22 

million black people in the United States to understand 
why the Panthers have been so successful :

Life expectancy: For blacks in the United States, the 
Urban League reports that life expectancy was 63.6 years 
in 1968 while for white Americans, it was 70.19 years.

Infant mortality rate: Out of every 100 babies who die in 
infancy, 75 per cent are black babies, the National Urban 
League said in its 1968 annual report.

Income and poverty: In 1968 the income of black 
families was only 60 per cent of the median incomes of 
whites The median family income of a black family in the 
United States was $5,359 in 1968., while the median income 
for a white family according to the U.S. Department of 
Commerce was $8,936. The income of a black woman is 
about $1,800 less than a black male.

Unemployment: The unenployment rate among blacks 
was 6.5 per cent according to U.S. Labor Department 
figures that carry through January, 1969, a figure that 
runs twice that of whites.

The law: According to the Statistical Abstract of the 
United States for 1969, more than one-third of individuals 
in prison, reformatories, jails or workhouses were black 
in 1960.

Education: Despite the Civil Rights Act discrimination 
remains a blatant reality. For example, according to the 
government definition of racial imbalance, 99 per cent of 
the schools in Los Angeles are segregated.

Capitalists: Nixon’s promise of creating black 
capitalists in the U.S. is a myth. The U.S. ruling class is 
virtually all white and most black-owned business 
depends on loans from white-controlled banks.

Housing: The U.S. Bureau of the Census says that 
housing which lacks basic plumbing facilities or is 
dilapidated does not meet specified criteria. A full 24 per 
cent of black and other non-white households fail to meet 
this specific criteria. For whites, 6 per cent of the 
households fall below this minimum standard.

The war in Vietnam: After all this, black Americans 
must fight in Vietnam against a people struggling for self 
determination. In 1966 and 1967, 269,000 black Americans 
were called for pre-induction examinations by Selective 
Service. During those two years alone, some 93,000 blacks 
were drafted.

When the first chapter of the Black Panther Party 
formed in 1966, it consisted of a handful of black militants 
operating in the Bay Area of Oakland, California.

Within two years it had branched out into 30 major U.S. 
centres, and had a membership of 1,000.

The party was initially formed as a response to police 
oppression in the ghettos. Consequently, among the first 
efforts in Oakland was the formation of community police 
patrols.

Party founder, Huey P. Newton, an ex-law student, put 
his training to work and instructed all party members in 
the basic constitutional rights governing arrests and gun

From there, the party established a system of armed 
patrols, completely legal, carrying both guns and law 

books and followed police cars making their rounds of the 
ghetto.
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LNS — Sid Satf/er
Demonstrators support the Panther 21 in New York City trial.

Whenever black men or women were stopped by the 
police, armed Panthers would be on the scene, making 
sure their constitutional rights were not violated. Oakland 
police were outraged. But the brutality, harassment, and 
obscenity directed at black men and women tapered off. 
The program was a success and news of the party’s 
existence spread rapidly.

hungry children — to serve the people, or at least that 
small number of people who can be served within the 
Black Panther Party’s limited resources, bv providing the 
semblance of an adequate diet for thousands of 
black children.

But as the party’s successes grew, so did the intensity of 
police harassment. Police bulletin boards blossomed with 
descriptions of party members and their cars. On foot or 
walking around, Panthers would be stopped and arrested 
on charges ranging from petty traffic violations to spitting 
on the sidewalk.

On Oct. 28. 1967, the issue came to a head: early in the 
morning, a police car reported, “I have a Panther car. ” 
Several hours later, one policeman was dead and Huev 
Newton was under arrest with four bullet wounds in his 
stomach. When he recovered, he was charged with 
murder and locked in Alameda County jail without bail.

When the verdict came in. the political character of the 
trial became apparent. Newton was convicted of in
voluntary manslaughter, a charge of which he could not 
possibly have been guilty. The evidence of the trial was 
such that he could only be guilty or innocent of first- 
degree murder. The compromise verdict simply revealed 
the political forces at play.

Repression continues
Since then, this trend of political repression of the 

Panthers by the police has continued. Since May, 1967, 
massive government repression has ’-«suited in over 1,000 
incidents of harassment and 20 cases of homicide.

The homicides began with the finding of the bodv of 
Arthur Glenn Morris, in Los Angeles in March, 1968, with 
police claiming to have no information about his violent 
death.

The second death was the following month when Bobby 
Hutton was shot by police in Oakland as he surrendered 
with his hands in the air, unarmed.

The last homicides were in Chicago, Dec. 4, when police 
murdered Fred Hampton in his bed and Mark Clark in a 
pre-dawn raid.

Perhaps the most glaring example of actions against 
the Panthers is the total of 24 raids against Black Panther 
Party offices during the past two years. This does not 
include the often fatal and destructive visits by police to 
various Black Panther homes.

It is for this reason that the Black Panthers Party 
espouses a philosophy of armed struggle. As Newton put i’t 
at one rally:

“The masses of the people want peace. The masses of 
the people do not want war. The Black Panther Party 
advocates the abolition of war. But at the same time, we 
realize that the only way you can get rid of war, many 
times, is through a process of war. Therefore, the only 
way you can get rid of guns, is to get rid of the guns of the 
oppressor. The people must be able to pick up guns, to 
defend themselves. . ."

young
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"... And did you voluntarily accept a free, hot meal 
from known Black Panthers at nine a.m„ September 
nine, nineteen hun'ert an' sixty-nine?"

The party, shortly after, gained added publicity and 
black support when 30 armed black men and 
walked into the state legislature to protest a gun control 
bill designed as an attack on the Panthers.

Bobby Seale, the chairman of the Panthers, and several 
others served a six-month prison sentence as a result of 
the action.

The party continued to grow as Newton emphasized 
again and again, that the party “was the people’s party” 
and was “like an oxen, to be ridden by the people and 
serve the needs of the people.”

If the people wanted a traffic light, the Panthers told the 
police to install one immediately or the party would start 
directing traffic. If black children were being harassed in 
the schools, the Panthers organized mothers to patrol the 
halls while armed party members stood guard outside. 
Liberation schools were also set up after regular classes 
were over.

The Panther free breakfast for children program in 
dozens of black communities was a serious effort to feed

was

women

car

Panther program
L We want power to determine the destiny of our black 

community.
2. We want full employment or a guaranteed annual 

income for our people, if not through business, then 
through the community control of the means of produc
tion.

3. We want an end to the robbery by the capitalist of 
black community.

4. We want decent housing.
5. We want education for our people that exposes the 

true nature of this decadent American society.
6. We want all black men to be exempt from military 

service.
7. We want an immediate end to police brutality and 

murder of black people.
8. We want freedom for all black men held in federal, 

state, country and city prisons and jails.
9. We want all black people when brought to trial to be 

tried in court by a jury of their peer group or people from 
their black communities, as defined by the Constitution of 
the United States.

10. We want land, bread, housing, education, clothing, 
justice and peace.

Panthers speak at York
today

our

1 pm Winters Dining Hail

Two members of the Chicago Black Panther Party and two black 
Canadians from Montreal and Toronto will speak on world wide black 
oppression.
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Excalibur Everything secret degenerates; nothing is sate that does not show it can bear discus
sion and publicity — Lord Acton

Not only is he a ; he’s a
In January, EXCALIBUR asked for 

John T. Saywell’s resignation as 
York’s dean of arts.

We had good reason. Saywell had 
shown that he was at once both the 
chief architect and the chief apologist 
of York University becoming a 
branch plant of U.S. scholarship.

EXCALIBUR once again demands 
Saywell’s resignation — this time for 
being a

Saywell has been saying things to 
the community outside York that he 
would never dare say to the York 
community, for fear that people 
would laugh in his face.

Recently he was reported in the 
Toronto Daily Star as saying: York 
departments have always followed 
the practice of looking first for 
qualified Canadians.

Believing that such a ridiculous 
quote could only have been taken out 
of context, EXCALIBUR called 
Saywell to see if he would care to 
comment upon it.

To our surprise he at first defended 
the quote as “accurately describing 
the situation at York.”

If he had continued to hold his 
position, EXCALIBUR would have 
been quite justified in initiating sanity 
hearings for our hapless dean.

However, after more intensive 
questioning, he admitted that a more 
accurate quote might have been: 
“Some York departments have 
sometimes followed the practice of 
looking first for qualified Canadians.”

This is, of course, a statement 
without meaning or substance and 
bears little relation to the quote which 
appeared in the daily press.

In other words, Jack Saywell
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We ran this cartoon first on Jan. 8 when we began our investigation of Americanization at 
York. Given arts dean John Saywell's latest antics (see editorial), we decided it would be 
relevant to reprint it at this time. —ed

statement only in reference to the 
hiring of professors.

The Jan. 8 edition of EXCALIBUR 
featured, on page 9, an interview with

Saywell under the headline “John 
Saywell: Relevance to the Canadian 
fact should not be the chief criterion 
for judging Canadian schools.”

In this interview, he was asked the 
question: “Don’t you think that 
Canadian criteria must be relevance 
to the Canadian fact, to the Canadian 
existence, to our life, that this must be 
the criterion for any sociology school 
and if it is a political science school, it 
must be relevance to the Canadian 
political life?”

Saywell, to his everlasting shame 
and true to his colors as an academic 
branch plant manager, replied: “No, 
I am not prepared to agree with you 
that relevance is the chief criteria.”

Is it not significant that Saywell did 
not repudiate this statement when it

was printed two months ago — that he 
did not repudiate it until he was con
fronted with it in front of a meeting of 
respectable taxpayers and in front of 
Toronto’s press corps?

In fact, he did not repudiate it 
before because he knows that he did 
indeed say it and that several people 
were present during the interview to 
hear him say it.

Further, EXCALIBUR still retains 
a tape recording of that interview.

Jack Saywell is like a little boy who 
has been found with his hand in a 
cookie jar, but insists to his angry 
parent that he was only counting the 
cookies.

Saywell must be replaced. Not only 
is he a ; he is a

Resign, Jack.

Reprinted!
From The Calgary Herald

Paul Hellyer, who quit the Cabinet 
over government inaction on his 
housing report, still keeps his hand in 
the political game, says The Ottawa 
Journal.

It quotes the York University 
weekly EXCALIBUR’s report on how 
Hellyer recently told students this 
story to illustrate Canada’s fetish for 
federalism:

“The British student, faced with the 
topic, The Elephant, entitled his 
essay, The Elephant and the Empire. 
The American student wrote on How 
to Build Bigger and Better Elephants. 
Sex and the Elephant was the French 
student’s topic. And the Canadian 
student wrote: The Elephant: A 
Federal or Provincial Respon
sibility?”
—Fort William Daily Times-Journal

was

Jack Saywell was also 
Monday evening when, at the Toronto 
Star Forum on U.S. influence in 
Canada, he publicly denied that he 
had said that relevance to the 
Canadian fact should not be the most 
important criterion in judging a 
Canadian political science or 
sociology school.

He claimed he had made such a
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Southern Africa
There is a war going on over there

THERE IS A WAR ON IN SOUTHERN 
AFRICA, a war to decide whether it will be 
ruled by the majority of the people living 
there or by a small minority. Canada is, in 
effect, helping the minority.

The war, with its economic ramifications and its 
implications for international politics, displays all 
the complexity, but none of the neatness, of a higher 
mathematical problem. The basic issue, however, 
is as simple as it is stark.

Southern Africa, an area more than one-half the 
size of China, includes a population of roughly four 
and a half million whites and about 36 million 
whites, the vast majority of them black. Its eight 
countries are ruled — either officially or in practice 
— by whites and their rule is harsh.

The whites occupy the best land, ai^e relatively 
wealthy, well-fed and well-educated. .The Blacks 
are poor, relatively — in many cases shbckingly — 
ill-fed and ill-housed, and what education they 
receive amounts by and large to the training 
required for menial tasks.

President Julius Nyerere of Tanzania summed up 
the view of Africans who oppose the status quo in 
the southern part of the continent when he spoke 
last fall at the University of Toronto.

“The common objective of the African people,” 
he said, “is self-determination for the peoples of 
southern Africa. . .and an end to the official 
propopagation and practice of racialism in 
continent. That is all.

“We are not anti-white terrorists wishing to 
impose a reverse racialism ; we wish to uphold 
human equality and to give human dignity and non
racialism a chance to grow in our lands.”

To many southern African whites, the issue is 
equally simple. Consciously or otherwise, they 
know that black rule would spell the end of their 
high standards of living, indeed of their whole 
of life, and they are afraid.

Already black liberation forces conduct regular 
campaigns in large parts of the Portuguese colonies 
of Mozambique and Angola and FRELIMO, the 
insurgent organization in Mozambique, claims 
effective control of the two northernmost provinces 
of that country.

In Rhodesia, two organizations, the Zimbabwe 
African National Union (ZANU) and the Zimbabwe 
African Peoples’ Union (ZAPU) are conducting 
sabotage, recruiting followers, and — when they 
are forced to — fighting, sometimes with telling 
effect. ZAPU and ZANU are assisted by the African 
National Congress (ANC) of South Africa, which, 
within its own borders, confines itself mainly to 
reconnoitering future bases and arms caches.

In South-West Africa, a UN trusteeship territory 
which the Republic of South Africa has taken as its 
own, the Peoples’ Organization (SWAPO), with the 
help of the ANC, engages in hit and run raids.

Altogether in southern Africa, the Economist of 
Britain reported last year, some 26,000 guerillas are 
arrayed against government forces totalling nearly 
250,000 men well-equipped with aircraft, ships and 
weapons. H

Southern African whites are afraid, not primarily 
of the guerillas facing their forces, but rather of the 
sheer proximity of overwhelming numbers of 
potential enemies. They respond with increasing 
repression, with unceasing efforts to build up their 
economies, and with attempts to hold and increase 
outside support.

So far, and for the forseeable future, there is no 
question that the whites are, overall, getting the 
best of the conflict. They will probably be able to 
hold on to most of what they have as long as they 
continue to enjoy the support — tacit or open — of 
North America and Western Europe.

The support that southern African whites need — 
and receive from the Atlantic community comes 
m two forms : 1) foreign trade and investment, 
which provides the economic basis for the main
tenance of the white-dominated regimes, and 2) 
military assistance, much of which is provided by 
members of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization. Canada is directly involved in the 
first category of support and, as a member of 
NATO, it is at least concerned with the second.

Some aspects of Canadian involvement in foreign 
trade and investment present a clear picture, while 
others, perhaps more important ones, remain 
shrouded. Trade in commodities is a straight
forward item A glance at Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics figures shows that Canada does a brisk 
trade with South Africa, Portugal and Angola and a

small amount of business with Mozambique. Here 
is a brief rundown :

South Africa: Canada imported $39.3-million 
worth of South African commodities in 1968, in
cluding $16.4-million worth of sugar. It exported 
some $68.3-million worth to that country, including 
more than $2-million worth of aircraft and 
than $22-million worth of motor vehicles.

Since the DBS does not count gold — a major 
South African export — as a commodity, there is 
probably a great deal missing from the figure for 
imports from South Africa.

Portugal: Angola’s and Mozambique’s colonial 
master sold us $12.3-million worth of goods in 1968 
and bought $6.3-million worth.

Angola: Canada imported $7.7-million in goods — 
most of it was coffee — from Angola and exported 
$376,637 worth in 1968.

Mozambique: Canada bought $579,422 worth of 
tea from Mozambique in 1968 and not much else. We 
sold $1.8-million worth of goods.

That is the clear part of the picture. Among the 
murky parts, an outstanding 
Rhodesia. Since the white government of that 
country unilaterally declared its independence of 
Britain in 1965 in order to avoid giving the vote to 
black citizens, it has been the object of a boycott 
and embargo recommended by the United Nations.

The DBS figures would have us believe that 
Canada does almost no business with Rhodesia. It is 
widely accepted, however, that Rhodesia cir
cumvents the boycott by routing its trade through 
other countries, especially South Africa. The 
figures, therefore, do not reveal the extent to which 
Canadian goods are bought by Rhodesians and 
Rhodesian goods by Canadians.

Another area that remains murky is that of 
foreign investment. A scattering of information is 
available from various sources. For example, the

Rand Daily Mail of South Africa carried an article 
in 1967 about a speech by the chairman of Alcan 
Aluminum of South Africa to a group called the 
Canadian-South African 
Association.

The Alcan chairman reported that his company 
planned to double Canadian investment in South 
African aluminum by 1972. Alcan, the Daily Mail 
noted, supplied 75 per cent of South Africa’s 
aluminum ingot requirements.

The African National Congress says the ninth 
largest farm machinery plant in the world belongs 
to Massey Ferguson of South Africa. “This typifies 
the rapid expansion of this company in South Africa 
and its steady acquisition of other companies,” the 
ANC publication Sechaba says.

“However,” Sechaba adds, “while the Canadian 
Massey-Ferguson provides technical advice and 
research, it has severed its formal ties with the 
South African company so as not to endanger its 
other international investments. Another Massey- 
Ferguson plant . . .exists in Southern Rhodesia.” 
The ANC says that the International Nickel 
Company of Canada is also active in South Africa.

It is not only private Canadian investment that is 
active in South Africa. According to the Toronto 
Star, Polymer Corporation, Canada's publicly 
owned synthetic rubber producer, owns a 20 per 
cent interest in the Synthetic Rubber Company of 
South Africa.

It would be possible to go on dropping gems of 
information, but all of them combined would not 
begin to add up to a clear and comprehensive 
picture of Canadian-southern African investment 
activities. In the absence of a prodigious research 
effort, it would not be possible to estimate the ex
tent of those investments, nor — more important —
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Canada is, in effect, helping the minority
to judge whether they form a pattern that would ^ _̂____________ •/
yield politically possible means of striking an I 
economic blow at the southern African regimes 
But it is reasonable to assume that the Canadian 
government has all this information at its finger
tips.

Our government, however, vacillates. On the one 
hand — presumably its left hand — it officially 
deplores the southern African systems of white 
domination. On the other hand — possibly the 
government’s right hand — the Department of 
Industry, Trade and Commerce, in a slick-paper 
publication entitled Foreign Trade, offers 
businessmen detailed information on investment 
opportunities in southern Africa.

An economic remnant of the 1950s adds another 
aspect to the Canadian government’s en
couragement of trade with the Republic of South 
Africa. Although South Africa withdrew from the 
Commonwealth in 1961, Canada continues to extend 
Commonwealth trade preferences to it. The 
Toronto Star commented editorially last week:
“It is not only hypocritical but absurd that South 

African goods should be entering Canada at an 
advantage over the products of many countries 
with whom we have no quarrel whatever. And it’s 
nothing short of disgraceful that a company owned 
by the Canadian public should be in a position to 
profit from the economic injustice which South 
Africa imposes on its black people.”

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization, of which 
both Canada and Portugal are members, has 
played a major role in contributing to Portugal’s 
domination of Angola and Mozambique.

Portugal has been supplied, through NATO, with 
large numbers of aircraft, heavy weapons for its 
army, and ships. In addition, according to the 
London Observer, seven NATO installations 
Portuguese soil were built with minimal con
tribution from Portugal and some 750,000 pounds 
has been spent on local scholarships and scientific 
research, with a contribution of no more than 55 000 
pounds by Portugal.

All of this contributes, not only to the Portuguese 
economy, but also — and often directly — to its war 
effort in Angola and Mozambique. Airplanes, 
bombs, heavy weapons, and ships supplied through 
the North Atlantic pact are used in those colonies.

NATO lends additional support to Portugal by 
accepting its minimal contribution to European

defense, a contribution that has been steadily 
decreasing as the fighting in Africa has grown 
heavier.

U S. relations with Portugal, after undergoing a 
brief chill in the early days of the Kennedy ad
ministration, appear to have been warming 
steadily ever since. Arms supplied through NATO 
are not supposed to be used in Africa and, although 
the United States has taken note of Portuguese 
violations of this rule, it has made no move to ston 
them. F

domination in Africa that has 
about. brought that war

Canada can also indicate, more stronglv its
oniX°rt fo.r,Zambia and Tanzania, both of which by
fac^hürH 6 regimeS on their southern borders! 
face border incursions and sabotage in reprisal.

An embassy in Zambia would show Canada’s
Q|JntChern for ,the ;ate of that nation, which is boxed in 
on three sides from outlets to the sea and which
reSs nopSesePendent economical|y “P°" the

Pe,rs°nnel t0 laPse’ aPParent?y because 
Tanzania s desire to establish defenses against air
rflnUflH10n%fr°m Mozambique conflicted with a
tuga1drL eSdire Stay °Ut of trouble with Por- 
tugaL The aid programme could be renewed.

The war in southern Africa is likely to continue 
for a °ng time. The liberation organisations are not 
winning now, but they are on the move, and the 
white regimes have not 
them.

we believe what we say when we condemn 
white minority rule, we should, if anything assist 
those who are determined to end it. Certainly we 
should not be throwing economic obstacles in their

France, for its part, makes no secret of its status 
as a supplier of weapons to white shouthern Africa 
and West Germany, despite repeated official 
denials, has been a major supplier of aircraft that 
Portugal uses in Africa.

Singlehandedly, Canada can neither change the 
course of NATO nor undermine the white regimes 
of southern Africa. But we have an advantage over 
the United States, France and West Germany : we 
are not tied, by diplomatic and political strings to 
open support of white rule in southern Africa.’

on

succeeded in stopping
It is possible for the Canadian government to 

state where it stands and to follow its words with 
action, thereby, at the very least, helping to focus 
more attention on an all-but- forgotten war and on 
the thriving European colonialism and white
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Once upon a time in the waning moments of the cold 
months of January, I found myself steeped in one of 
those rare educational encounters which also 
managed to double as a stimulating experience.

It was a conference on education called Schools ’70 
and present at the conference was a number of 
students who really gave a damn about what hap
pened to them as the constituent members of the 
great Canadian educational process.

This last Friday afternoon was the only occasion at 
York, other than that Schools ’70 conference, in which 
I felt that I was in a room with a group of students 
who were truly alive and alert to what was going on in 
the classroom about them.

The catalyst for this fleeting moment of stimulation 
was that apparent endurance test to end all tests, 
Natural Science 176A. The topic at hand was a 
discussion on whether to write or not to write a final 
examination. Despite the fact that the students in the 
course were practically assured of a “snap” exam, 
one third of the class chose to walk out.

They chose to do so because they did not feel that 
the content of the course merited the writing of a final 
exam. Here were a group of students willing to 
gamble their As and Bs (most of the vocal students 
had good marks at Christmas) for a cause that they 
considered to be more important than marks. These 
students were willing to stick their necks out in a 
protest which would for themselves net few concrete 
benefits.

At the time of writing, I have no idea on what will be 
the result of this whole nat. sci. dilemma. But 
whatever the outcome, the whole experience has 
perhaps provided this university with some just 
cause to be optimistic. At least we know, that there 
are 40 students wandering around this campus willing 
to get immersed in, of all things, their own education 
— their own lives.

And while on the subject of immersion I just cannot 
resist bringing to you my story of “A Night at 
Dionysus”. For those of you > not yet informed,

Dionysus in 69 is a form of theatre at the Studio Lab 
Theatre on Queen Street which is really more of an 
experience in group therapy than a play.

Last Friday night, after an afternoon full of natural 
science, a young lady (we shall call her Faith) and 
myself perched ourselves right in the front of the 
theatre preparing our souls for whatever events were 
about to pass before our eyes. After a few minutes, 
Faith and myself managed to get separated in the 
milieu of the opening moments of the play and did not 
sit together throughout the evening.

At one point in the production, the character 
Penthius is searching for someone who will love him. 
Naturally, he stumbles on to Faith. Now Faith, you 
must understand, is in somewhat of a dilemma, 
because if she loves him, he will in turn seduce her. So 
as Penthius is lying on Faith and pulling at her to love 
him, somebody from the audience drags Penthius off 
Faith and the two men get into a fight.

More people from the audience then get up and 
separate Penthius from his combatant. Penthius now 
throws himself onto the middle of the floor and starts 
to cry because nobody will love him. A few girls’ come 
up to him and try to console him — all somewhat 
superficially — but good old Faith approaches him 
with an expression of hurt and compassion on her 
face which makes it fairly obvious that for Faith, 
Dionysus had ceased being merely a play and had 
become a real life experience. For the whole evening 
Faith sat there almost in pain at the thought that it 
was her lack of affection that had moved Penthius to 
despair.

But for purposes of making this long story short, I 
would like to assure you that Faith finally did recover 
from her experience at Dionysus. I am afraid that I 
cannot guarantee all of you Similar moments of inner 
reflection, as the whole scene at Dionysus is truly an 
incredible one and an individual one. But if you feel 
like having one of those involving experiences, try out 
Dionysus.

And barring that, you could always try walking out 
of a natural science class. You would save yourself
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Our brother’s not for burning
A LTHOUGH MUCH public attention 

has recently been focused on Edgar 
Benson 's White paper on taxation. 

there has been another white paper pre
sented by the government, the white paper 
on indian policy, which is worthy of equal 
consideration by the Canadian public.

This White Paper is important in the 
first place simply because it proposes to 
legislate out of existence the roughly half- 
million registered and non-registered In
dians in Canada, a policy that has led to the 
charge of "cultural genocide" from many 
Indian spokesmen.

Secondly, it is of great importance be
cause it provides a classic example of how 
western, liberal governments forever fail 
to arrive at real solutions to the problems they 
face because they are unable to compre
hend, or admit, the true nature of the society 
in which they exist.

The White paper on indian policy does not 
appear as a monstrous, immoral plan for 
the elimination of the Canadian Indian pop
ulation.

Rather, it is more subtle.
The government admits, albeit quite 

paternalistically that the Indian population 
of Canada is faced with grave problems; 
an incredibly high infant mortality rate, an 
average annual income of less than $2,000 
a life expectancy drastically less than that of 
white Canadians, and more.

The government also agrees that some
thing must be done about these problems. 
Thus it presents the white paper, cloaked 
in liberal sentiments, as the "final solu
tion" to the Indian problem.

On the face of it then, there is nothing 
blatantly immoral about the government's 
intentions. But given the massive Indian 
outcry against this policy, it would seem 
obvious that something, somewhere, has 
gone wrong.

What is needed, then, is an examination 
of some of the significant passages of the 
government paper to see just where the 
problem arises.

Partnerships are relativeWhat is important about this passage is that 
it exposes the government’s euro-centric con
ception of culture; thus the government be
lieves that running water and good houses form 
the basis of all culture, without examining the 
indian idea of culture apart from these material 
things.

The Government believes this to be self-evident.
It is all very well to abolish the legal bases of 

discrimination, but this will not affect the prob
lem unless the fundamental economic base of 
discrimination is also removed.

And this will not be done by relegating all In
dians to the welfare dole.

As blacks in the U.S. found out, the right to sit 
at a lunch counter means little if one still can not

Mill i

The recently-announced Canadian 
government White Paper on Indian Policy 
proposes to commit cultural genocide in 
eliminating what even now are minimal 
Indian rights, and completely ignores the 
historical fact that whites, as exploiters of 
Indian lands, owe financial and material

reparations to every Indian. So claims the 
Organization for Social Justice and 
Reconstruction, a committee of students 
and professors at the University of Waterloo 
who are beginning a program of research 
for the benefit of minority and repressed 
populations.

The Government states that it: seeks a par
tnership to achieve a better goal. The partners 
in this search are the Indian people, the govern
ments of the provinces, the Canadian community 
as a whole and the Government of Canada. As 
all partnerships do. this will require consultation, 
negotiation, give and take, and co-operation if 
it is to succeed.

But unequal partners, operating from unequal 
economic bases, soon find that their partnership 
dissolves into a single-partner partnership, as 
the larger partner dominates and overwhelms 
the lesser. For a true partnership, the material 
basis of equality must first be provided.

Governments can set examples but they cannot 
change the hearts of men.

This statement is simply false, as any ob
server of modern mass media's ties with govern
ments will well know.

Indian people must be persuaded, must per
suade themselves, that this path will lead them 
to a fuller and richer life.

This statement seems out of place in a paper 
supposedly offering a tentative policy for con
sideration, and it contradicts the government’s 
assertion that the ‘hearts of men cannot be chang
ed’. If the government claims that Indians 
must be persuaded, it would seem the policy dec
ision has already been made, and that the only 
task left is to implement it. This seems to be a 
long way from the stated government reliance 
on consultations, discussion, and meetings 
with the indian people to determine their future.

H Indian people are to become full members of 
Canadian society they must be warmly welcom
ed by that society.

This again shows the eurd-centric outlook of 
the government, since it places the burden of 
acceptance on the white members of that society.

Nowhere is it mentioned that the Indians might 
not wish to join our white society.

The policy rests upon the fundamental right 
of indian people to full and equal participation 
in the cultural, social, economic and political 
life of Canada.

To argue against this right is to argue for 
discrimination, isolation and separation.

Again the government states its fundamental 
position on the Indians’ problems: namely, that 
they must be integrated into Canadian society. 
Of course, the government does not state just 
how “full and equal” this participation in Cana
dian life will be if no special treatment is given 
to Indians.

We may easily foresee the Indians being forced 
to give up what assistance they now receive and 
instead rely on welfare, but other than this the 
government seems to have little to offer.

And of course, to argue against the government 
is not to argue for reparations to first enable 
the Indians to achieve economic equality before 
taking away their treaty rights.

No Canadian should be excluded from 
ticipation in community life, and none should 
expect to withdraw and still enjoy the benefits 
that flow to those who participate.

This could be the giveaway to the govern
ment’s reasons for this policy. What is brought 
up here is the question of taxes.

The government is saying that it will not 
provide services for people who are not in a 
position to pay taxes. And this is crucial, not so 
much in the form of income taxes (since most 
Indians do not make enough money to pay such 
taxes), but in the form of land tax, which will 
certainly affect the Indians drastically once the 
reserves are broken up.

All these conditions of the Indians are the pro
duct of history and have nothing to do with their 
abilities and capacities.

This passage is crucial to the whole govern
ment argument, for by attributing the Indians’ 
problems to an abstract entity called “history”, 
the government mystifys the situation.

History does not produce things, men do.
And the men who produced the problems of the, 

Indians were the white men. Thus one would 
think that Indians might have a legitimate claim 
against white society for reparations for past 
wrongs.

However, by attributing these wrongs to “his
tory”, the Government precludes the possibility 
of such a claim. Indian relations with other 
Canadians began with special treatment by gov
ernment and society, and special treatment has 
been the rule since Europeans first settled in 
Canada. Special treatment has made of the In
dians a community disadvantaged and apart.

This passage presents the second main point of 
the government’s argument, and it is equally as 
misleading as the previous one.

Special treatment did not make the Indians 
disadvantaged ; it was only harmful special treat
ment that did this-that is, the murdering of Indians 
and theft of indian lands by white men.

But the remedy for this negative “special 
treatment” is not the abolition of special treat
ment, but rather the institution of positive treat
ment.

Now that Indians have been reduced to a dis
advantaged status, the solution to the problem 
is not to suddenly decide to treat them as equals 
without first raising them up to real equal econ
omic status. Rather, what is required is positive 
special treatment, which would first provide In
dians with a material basis of equality before 
engaging in empty egalitarian rhetoric.

This proposal is a recognition of the necessity 
made plain in a year's intensive discussions with 
Indians people throughout Canada.

This passage makes a factual claim which sim
ply does not seem to be true.

The “intensive discussions” consisted of brief 
meetings with various indian bands; at no time 
were the indian organizations and brotherhoods 
consulted. And the government’s claim that this 
policy is a “recognition” of needs brought out 
in these “discussions is belied by the fact 
that the major point of the policy is the abolition 
of indian reserves; yet this was not mentioned 
in any of the Indians consultation hearings.

The policies proposed recognize the simple 
reality that the separate legal status of Indians 
and the policies which have flowed from it have 
kept the Indian people apart from and behind 
other Canadians.

This simply restates the government argu
ment that special (or separate) treatment has 
created the Indians’ problems. And as seen above, 
this is not the case; oppression and exploitation 
at the hands of the white man has done this. 
The remedy for this is not simply to stop the 
oppression, but to repair the past wrongs, as as 
much as possible, perhaps in the form of re
parations.

In recent years there has been a rapid increase 
in the Indian population. Their health and ed
ucation levels have improved. There has been a 
corresponding rise in expectations that the struc
ture of separate treatment cannot meet.

This claim is simply not true. As a matter of 
fact, the Indian mortality rate has increased 
by six percent over the last three years.

What is needed is immediate attention to the 
problem (that is, special treatment of some 
sort) not the governmental formula of treating 
everyone equally without provision for special 
need.

Ul! 1 .'' •<» ■ V.S 1 > Vafford a hamburger.
Also, the present legislation, which is admittedly 

unjust and must be changed, still provides some 
measure of protection for the Indian during his 
struggle for his human rights. The proposed gov
ernment policy would abolish this meager protec
tion and still not ensure the fulfillment of these 
rights.
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This history of broken treaties and false prom
ises raises grave questions as to how these “legal” 
obligations are to be fulfilled. Yet this is one of 
the crucial issues concerning indian policy since 
all indian spokesmen seem to agree that before 
further steps are taken to formulate an indian 
policy it is absolutely necessary to fulfill existing 
treaty obligations.

However in response to this concern over treaty 
rights, the government simply proposes to appoint 
a commissioner who will: classify the claims that 
in his judgment ought to be referred to the courts 
or any special quasijudicial body that may be 
ommended.

What this does is simply to remove the fulfill
ment of these obligations one step further from the 
government. In effect, the government will not 
only decide what is “lawful”, but it will also ap
point a functionary who will be the sole judge of 
what claims will even be considered as either 
lawful or unlawful.

Further, although some brief mention is made 
of these “lawful” claims (that is, treaty rights), 
no mention is made of “moral” obligations. This 
quickly absolves the government from any res
ponsibility for the great number of Indians without 
treaties. It eliminates any basis for indian claims 
for reparations. And it effectively proscribes any 
of the aboriginal land claims, such as those be
ing put forward in British Columbia.

The government ends the specific mention of 
these claims by stating:

These are so general and undefined that it is 
not realistic to think of them as specific claims 
capable of remedy except through a policy and 
program that will end injustice to Indians as 
members of the Canadian community.

The final point of the government’s proposals 
is perhaps the most significant, for on face value 
it seems reasonable and just. However, the real
ity of its implementation could have disastrous 
consequences for Canadian Indians.

The indian associations mentioned were not 
consulted by the government in the formation of 
this policy but now they are to be consulted about 
its implementation. Given the past history of the 
“consultations” it would be quite surprising if 
the associations felt much would be accomplished 
by more “consultations” with the government, 
especially “consultations” concerning a policy 
to which they are solidly opposed.

Secondly, the Government states that each 
band would be “consulted” about its particular 
holdings.

The problem here is that the band is not an 
indian organization at all; rather it is a unit of 
Indians set up for governmental administrative 
purposes, often overlooking tribal differences. 
This concept is explicitly defined (by white men, 
of course) in the second point of the Indian Act.

It is with this unit, and not with the indian or
ganizations that the government will discuss 
specific land transfers.

The Government hopes to have the bulk of the 
policy in effect within five years.

This passage is significant in two respects. In 
the first place, it seems to show that the govern
ment is not really too concerned with the pro
posed “consultations”, and is preparing to go 
ahead with this policy.

And secondly, it shows that the government 
is not at all in touch with the reality Indians 
would face once this policy was put into practice.

Given the government’s avowed intention to 
proceed, its refusal to consider special treatment 
of some compensatory sort for the Indians (per
haps reparations), and the reality of the class 
society and economy into which the Indians 
would be thrown; it can only be concluded that 
the government — consciously or not — will pre
pare within the next five years the final elimin
ation of the Canadian Indian as a definable body 
within this society.

ing or malevolent, no government can hope to 
provide a realistic solution to problems when it 
bases its whole approach on the assumption of 
a myth.There must be positive recognition by every

one of the unique contribution of Indian culture 
to Canadian society.

This is a basically meaningless proposal, 
for it does the Indians little good to be patronized 
for their contribution to Canadian society if that 
society still continues to exploit them.

Services must come through the same chan
nels and from the same government agencies 
for all Canadians.

In view of this examination of the White 
paper on indian policy it is obvious that 
something is drastically wrong with the 
government's proposed "final solution" 
to the Indian's problems. This does not 
seem to result from any manifest gov
ernment hostility or indifference to the 
problem (although this hostility very 
well might be present but unspoken)

And it does not result solely from the 
internal inconsistencies, distortions and 
half-truths found in the paper

Rather, it follows from two main as
sumptions that the government makes 
—assumptions common to any liberal 
investigation of a problem which renders 
any liberal solution to the problem all 
but impossible

THE FIRST ASSUMPTION is that "his
tory" has somehow created all these prob
lems for the Indian.

But as shown earlier, this ahistoric ap 
proach (common to most liberal spokesmen) 
serves only to obscure the tact that history- 
consists in the actions of men relating to 
their specific socio-economic situation, and 
that white men (not some abstract entity 
called "history") have done this to the In
dians. Thus, the liberal approach precludes 
the possibility of reparations to the Indians 
for past wrongs suffered at the hands of 
white men

rec-

This is an undeniable part of equality. It has 
been shown many times that separation of people 
follows from separate services. There can be no 
argument about the principle of common ser
vices. It is right.

Here again, the government relies on its fun
damental assumption that equal treatment is a 
necessity for the just society.

But as pointed out earlier, this is not neces
sarily the case. Equal treatment is only justi
fied in the case of equal needs, and the Indians 
needs are great. Also implicit in this is the 
assumption that common services has provided 
for the needs of non-Indian people in the past. 
And, as anyone with any familiarity with wel
fare services will tell you, this is surely not the 
case.

One significant example is the case of the 
Metis ; These people, although classified as 
non-Indian and provided with the same nominal 
services as other Canadians, are generally 
admitted to be in a worse situation than the 
registered Indians who have separate services.

Those who are furthest behind must be 
helped most.

This is a basic contradiction to the government’s 
previous fetish about equality, but it does not 
provide a workable solution to help those furthest 
behind.

Rather, given the previous principle of common 
services, it is apparent that the help mentioned 
will be seen as welfare. And any poor white 
Canadian (the furthest behind in this society) will 
bear witness that he is not being helped the most.

SECONDLY. THE government states that 
"special treatment" of the Indians has made 
them a disadvantaged group apart from the 
rest of Canadian society.

This ignores the historical fact that the 
Indians' plight had been created by nega
tive special treatment (such as the payment of 
reparations to Indians to bring them up to 
a standard of life whereby they could enter 
Canadian society as truly equal economic 
partners if they so wish).

The reason the Government cannot deal 
with this point is that it assumes the com
mon liberal myth that society, as it is now 
constituted, affords an equal opportunity 
to all of its members. That is, society forms 
an undifferentiated whole, devoid of classes, 
and that given legal equality, the Indian 
will be able to proceed up the ladder of soc
ial mobility as can non-indian Canadians

This liberal myth of a classless, upward 
ly-mobile socio-economic whole had been ably 
exploded by John Porter's book The vert
ical mosiac. which clearly documents the 
existence of rigid classes, without possib
ility of upward movement in Canadian soc
iety.

Control of Indian lands should be transferred to 
the Indian people.

Thus, it surely seems just that Indians have 
control of indian lands; however, certain prob
lems quickly come to light.

In the first place, as previously noted, the gov
ernment will be the final judge of what actually 
is indian land.

Secondly, the question arises as to how long this 
land will effectively remain within indian control.

Given the reality of expropriation, the earlier- 
mentioned need to pledge the land as security in 
order to obtain necessary development capital 
(most probably with U.S. corporations), and the 
problem of land taxes, it would seem unlikely 
that the land would remain under indian control 
for a long period of time.

Assuming too muchLegality is not power
The government concludes the white paper on 

indian policy by stating:
A policy can never provide the ultimate solutions 

to all problems. A policy can achieve no more 
than is desired by the people it is intended to ser

The government opens the white paper by 
stating :

To be an Indian is to be a man. with all a 
man’s needs and abilities.

This fatuous beginning sets the tone for the 
government's condescending approach to the 
Indian’s problems throughout the paper. Of 
course the Indian is a man. Did anyone doubt 
that he was a human being? But the government 
seems to feel the need to reassure the Canadian 
population that Indians are people.

To be an Indian is to lack power-the power to 
act as owner of your lands, the power to spend 
your own money and. too often, the power to 
change your own condition.

This again states the obvious; if the Indian 
had political power, then he would have no need 
for the government's special legislation.

But more importantly, this admission damages 
the government’s contention that all the Indian 
needs is equality under the law.

Simple legal equality cannot ever guarantee 
the political power that the government admits 
the Indian lacks.

Not always, but too often, to be an Indian is to 
be without-without a job. a good house, or runn
ing water; without knowledge, training or techni
cal skill and. above all. without those feelings of 
dignity and self-confidence that a man must have 
if he is to walk with his head held high.

Red land— white profit
An important clue to the government’s inten

tions may be garnered from the following pas
sage.

Private investors have been reluctant to supply 
capital for projects on land which cannot be 
pledged as security.

American companies are eager to begin the 
development of the Canadian north via the Mid- 
Canada Development Corridor, but they cannot 
do so as long as the indian reserves within that 
area are protected from alienation by the govern
ment, as is required by the present Indian Act.

However, once the government lifts this pro
tection, as it proposes to do in the white paper, 
the indian lands will be able to be pledged as 
security for development. Since the Indians 
have little other resources, the land is all that 
they themselves could pledge in order to obtain 
necessary development capital. The land will 
ultimately then be taken out of indian control.

ve.par-
This shows the government’s aversion to real

ity, since it seems the government assumes 
this policy is actually desired by the Indians as 
the solution to their situation.

But in actual fact, this policy has been virtually 
unamimously decried by Indian spokesmen as 
a program of “cultural genocide”.

Finally the government states the essential 
feature of the government's proposed new policy 
for Indians is that it acknowledges that truth by 
recognizing the central and essential role of the 
indian people in solving their own problems. It 
will provide, for the first time, a non-discimina- 
tory framework within which, in an atmosphere 
of freedom, the indian people could, with other 
Canadians, work out their own destiny.

This underscores the whole problem of the 
government’s proposed indian policy, for it again 
shows how far removed from reality the govern
ment’s assessment of its own society actually is.

The government is able to offer this policy 
as a framework within which Indians will work 
out their own destiny only because it subscribes 
to the myth that non-indian Canadians, who are 
afforded legal equality, are able themselves to 
control their own destiny. However well-mean

And despite its earlier claim that “those fur
thest behind must be helped most”, the govern
ment does not intend to make special tax prov
isions for the Indian, as evidenced by the follow
ing:

When the Indian people see that the only way 
they can own and fully control land is to accept 
taxation the way other Canadians do. they will 
make that decision.

The Government then proceeds to investigate 
the problems of implementing this policy.

The Government proposes to ask that the as
sociations act as the principal agencies through 
which consultation and negotiations would be con
ducted. but each band would be consulted about 
gaining ownership of its land holdings.

And this, in itself, raises further problems.

Hamburger is expensive
Thus, in the final analysis, the govern

ment white paper cannot hope to offt r a 
viable solution to the problems confror-ing 
Canadian Indians because it is based

With this, the government concludes its basic 
arguments for the proposed policy, and turns 
to the specific points of that policy.

Legislative and constitutional bases of dis
crimination must be removed.

Canada cannot seek the just society and keep 
discriminatory legislation on its statute books.

n a
mythical model of Canadian society w -ich 
does not correspond to the socio-economic 
reality with which all Canadians, indian 
and non-indian. are faced

This is one of the weaker points of the govern
ments’ proposals, especially given the Canadian 
government’s past history of “recognizing” leg
al obligations to Indians.
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NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT
WE DO OUR "THING" FRIDAYS 4:00 —7:00 P.M. 

COME AND JOIN US 
HALF PRICE

AFTERNOON TEA PARTIES 
DAILY 12:00 — 7:00 

ENJOŸTHESOUNDS OF 
JAZZ, DIXIELANDS, POP 

AND SING ALONG WITH DON STEELE

. : *2, l\
■ Sw-,

AND THE

' Jift»

Speak-Easy
alognoJAZZ band
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s Sandwich Bar Open — 12:00 Daily
o

Just climb the dingy steps at 
529 Bloor St. W. (upstairs)

6s; tl /. 532-4292
English recording group Free get a B plus from Steve Geller for their newest album.

Soft contemporary blues
LICENSED— PROOF OF AGE REQUIRED

Free s 2nd album quite good
The instrumentals complimentBy STEVE GELLER play a jazz club in Chester.

Free only came into existence However, instead of going in with the vocal work while creating the
during the early months of 1968. his own musicians, he went in with required atmosphere which varies
What brought this talented four- Free, sat in with them for a few from that of a dreamlike euphoria
some together was a common bond numbers and then turned the stage in Free Me to the retrospective
of musical frustration plus the over to them. recollections of Songs of Yester-
guiding influence of master day. Free are always in control of
bluesman Alexis Korner. On the strength of this rather their music as is evident from their

unique public debut, Free won over first cut, I’ll be Creepin’.
The actual starting point was at fe^ group^would 1 ikiTto*aUemot' A11 the songs were written by 

the Fickle Pickle, a suburban tew groups would like to attempt. Free themselves and the quality of
London club. Paul Rodgers was After the success of their first their material testifies that this 
singing one night when guitarist LP, Tons of Sobs, they have come anti-commercial blues ensemble 
Paul Kossoff asked if he could sit out with their second, simply en- will be around for a long while, 
in. After the performance, the two titled, Free (Polydor 543.111). Overall rating: B plus.
Pauls decided to form their own

UNIONVILLE SWIMMING CLUB

requires:-

• MANAGER

• SWIMMING DIRECTOR

• INSTRUCTORS

• LEADERSAs their name implies, Free’s 
definite

Kosoff brought Simon Kirke, a classification. However, in their 
drummer he’d previously worked second album, they display a soft 
with and the three of them set contemporary blues style. There 
about to find a bass player. Andy are the traditional steady in- 
Frazer, who had just left John fluences but they remain a subtle 
Mayall’s group, was found to be the as can be expected, 
answer

group.
music has no

AFRAID
TO LIVE 
AND LOVE?

June 28 - August 22

Apply stating qualifications 
& experience to:-Their music is steady and un- 

From the beginning, Alexis believably light for a blues group. 
Kramer offered Free his advice as The vocals display the range 
he watched them rehearse. In required to capture the moods and 
April, 1968, Kramer was booked to emotions of their various feelings.

See the first 
Toronto showing 
of films by 
Karl Rogers & 
Abraham Maslow

Mrs. Doris Hurst,
51 Fred Varley Drive, 
Unionville — 297-2082.

Elvin Bishop is flop
Hailing from California, the and originality. The element of 

Elvin Bishop Group consists of humour which is uncouthly and 
Elvin Bishop on guitar and vocals, constantly injected adds nothing. 
Steve Miller on organ, John
Chambers on drums, Art Stavro on . ,y^lcs, suc^ as Sweet Potato’s 
bass guitar, Albert Gianquinto on Just don 1 seem to ma*<e it: 
piano and a fellow named Ap
plejack on harp.

Karl Rogers’ “Journey in
to Self" - a live “En
counter" weekend session 
...a man “who doesn't 
need friends"..:a girl/ 
woman who is treated as a 
doll, not a woman... and 
a woman whose only love 
is a cat.

WHAT DO YOU KNOW 
ABOUT MONEY?“The woman that I’m lovin’ folks, 

has a shape like a frog.
Their recently-released album, But that ain’t so bad, she smells 

the Elvin Bishop Group (Fillmore like a hog.’’
F30001) is a weak attempt at 
capturing the traditional swamps 
blues of the black man.

PROBABLY NOT AS MUCH AS YOU LIKE 
TO THINK.

— TAKE LIKE INSURANCE FOR IN
STANCE —

With an album like this, 
begins to wonder what the musical 
requirements are before a group is 

The vocal work is poor while the allowed to enter a recording studio, 
instrumental material lacks depth Overall rating: E —S.G.

one

Chances are that you've never even considered it, let
comparealone taken the time to shop around and 

what's available.Abraham Mas low-two films 
on love relationships-the 
honesty to trust your own 
feelings of love and anger, 
and a new way to creat
ivity and spontaneity.

JAZZ AT THE SYMPHONY TOO BAD: You should know that the earlier you start 
the more your money can do for you — for longer !

You should also know that Canada's oldest insurance 
company — STANDARD LIFE — continues to pay its 
policyowners exceptionally large dividends year after 
year!

WORTH INVESTIGATING? YOU BET!
York Graduate Harold Percy welcomes the op
portunity to discuss these matters with you more fully.

presents1

DAVE BRUBECK
AND HIS TRIO

Lawrence Park Ceilegiate 
Auditorium

125 Chatsworth Dr.,

Sunday, March 22, at 8 p.m. 
$2.00 ea.

featuring

GERRY MULLIGAN
with

THE TORONTO SYMPHONY
HAROLD PERCY - LIFE UNDERWRITER 

STANDARD LIFE
VICTOR FELDBRILL

Conductor

Saturday, March 28, 8:30 

$2.50, $4, $5, $6
Tickets on sole NOW of SAM'S — Downtown 

and MASSEY HALL box office

Bus. 487-4591 Res. 261-3523
Presented by Genesis I I. The 
Toronto Growth Centre Inc. 
Box II. "I sell dollars for pennies"Do wnsview Ont.
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By David 
McCaughna Canadian culture

usurped/

a/

fine arts
but no jobs

G there is of the arts in Canada is of a 
very commercial nature.

EXCALIBUR: What’s happened 
in the past few months is certainly 
indicative of the whole situation. The 
Trudeau government has reduced 
the grants to the arts very much. 
Robert Fulford has a good article on 
this in Saturday Night. The Canada 
Council has had to cut back on 
grants. The National Film Board is 
releasing a large number of em
ployees and the CBC is frozen. I just 
wonder what these kids are going to 
be doing.

DELAHUNTY: Ya, this is the 
funny thing. Whenever they cut 
back, the government or some big 
corporation involved in cultural 
activities, it’s always the creative 
side which gets hurt most. The 
bureaucrats manage to survive or 
hang on. When you walk down Bloor 
Street around Avenue Road, I think 
you’ll notice that the Design Canada 
showplaces will be gone. Another 
victim.

EXCALIBUR: And they have just 
spent $50-million on the National 
Cultural Centre in Ottawa and they 
don’t want to spend to fill it up. 
Marlene Dietrich is hardly Canadian 
culture.

DELAHUNTY: It is obvious to 
anyone involved in the arts or trying 
to be that it is very difficult. There is 
so little work around and you get 
very little for it. Whatever there is is 
on a very commercial nature. You 
read about Hair being so successful, 
its the most successful play in 
Canada’s history, you probably 
know that it’s a very commercial 
play, it’s a Broadway play. Most of 
the avant-garde theatres in Toronto, 
and there are about four or five, are 
having a very difficult time and the 
people working in them are lucky to 
get subsistence money. Things don’t 
look that well. That’s why I think it’s 
so funny when you have so many fine 
arts departments in universities 
across the country and when you 
have so many students enrolled in 
them. And these departments are 
not just a question of a couple of fine 
arts courses taken by students in the 
faculty of arts to broaden their 
horizons or make them more ar
tistic. There are complete faculties 
with complete programs. People 
major in the subjects with the in
tention of going into them as 
professions and they are very 
serious about it. It seems that these 
professors are really kidding these 
kids because there won’t be any 
jobs.

erild Delahunty is one of the 
hundreds of Canadians who go 
yearly to the world entertainment 
centres of New York, London, and 
Hollywood to try and ‘make it’.

He graduated from York two years ago 
with a BA in English and spent a year 
struggling to make a living by acting in 
Toronto. He gave up and went to New 
York last year where he has gotten a few 
good jobs. He returned to Canada 
recently for a visit and 1 spoke with him 
on the condition of Canadian culture, a 
subject that interests him immensely, 
and on the rapidly expanding fine arts 
department at York.
EXCALIBUR: It was revealed last 
week that Mavor Moore, who has 
been a sort of guiding light for the 
new St. Lawrence Centre for the 
Performing Arts, suddenly resigned 
to take up a position with the fine 
arts department at York. I find it 
rather odd and perhaps a bit 
disturbing that someone who is such 
a cultural bulwark in Toronto should 
give up his active position and 
retreat into the groves of academe, 
as it were. One imagines that Moore 
could be doing many great things at 
the St. Lawrence Centre.

DELAHUNTY : Oh, I think that’s a 
very tragic fault in Canada. Like 
those who can do things teach. You 
end up with these hundreds and 
hundreds of presumably creative 
people teaching. I think what Mavor 
Moore’s move indicates is that he 
didn’t think there was much of a 
future for himself with the St. 
Lawrence Centre. I think he has only 
been with it a few months now that it 
has opened. It’s funny that he would 
retreat into the university, trying to 
teach, because there’s so much work 
to be done in the real world, trying to 
help the arts, to make it into 
something. Just to quit suddenly, 
and to say: ‘Well, I’m going to teach 
people. . .

EXCALIBUR: It rather makes 
you wonder about the whole concept 
of the fine arts department. Here 
you have all these presumably very 
talented people teaching art, and 
theatre and filmmaking to these 
kids. You wonder what the basic 
purpose of it is. What are these kids 
going to do when they leave. Is there 
going to be anywhere where they 
can use their abilities and talents. 
Maybe the whole thing is a facade 
that allows people to be arty for a 
few years.

L ' Hr r
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Business booms in the National Arts Centre in Ottawa.

currently in Ottawa. It’s very 
revealing about the sad state of 
journalism in this country. There 
are really only three national 
Canadian magazines and none is 
very good and they are always very 
thin because of the little advertising 
they get. You look hard at any 
newstand in town before you 
discover a Canadian magazine.

DELAHUNTY: This is the 
problem in the magazine field. It’s 
hard to create a Canadian con
sciousness when most magazines 
are American.

EXCALIBUR: Someone once said 
that a nation gets the culture that it 
deserves, or the art it deserves. Such 
maybe is the case here. I don’t see 
how you create a national con
sciousness from magazines. It must 
be a little more inherent.

DELAHUNTY: Back to the fine 
arts department. I’m intrigued by 
what Mordecai Richler said about 
teaching the creative writing course 
at Sir George Williams last year. He 
knew it was a joke, a game and he 
even said that it’s something you 
just can’t teach. And I think that 
what he said about his class pertains 
to all the fine arts courses. I mean, it 
is valuable to have technical 
knowledge and I guess that’s all they 
really do. You can’t really teach the 
arts. People have to learn their own 
way. There’s very little that can be 
taught. I mean, you can’t teach 
people to be filmmakers from 
textbooks.

EXCALIBUR: I wonder how 
many really good writers have ever 
come out of creative writing classes. 
I can’t think of one. The classroom 
situation stifles creativity instead of 
fostering it.

DELAHUNTY: Serious writers 
laugh at these classes. I don’t think 
any good writer would want to teach 
one of those classes. The people who 
teach them are second-rate and are

much at the university, so popular, 
and neglected in the public realm.

The ivory tower
DELAHUNTY: Ya, but I think 

that the average Canadian citizen 
thinks of university as a good thing, 
and he wants his kids to go to 
university, the government thinks 
it’s a good thing, business thinks it’s 
a good thing, so you get a tremen
dous amount of money at univer
sities, and it is dispersed among the 
faculties. There is enough to start 
complete departments of fine arts 
complete with resident novelists, 
and resident musicians and you get 
all these academic and non- 
academic people teaching things. 
They get all this money because the 
university has this very good image 
in society, but of course the 
university is like an ivory tower, it’s 
really withdrawn from society and it 
is so removed that it doesn’t see 
what is happening or maybe these 
people do see what’s happening but 
they find that the university is a very 
nice refuge, an enclave, and they 
find it very profitable to teach 
things.

EXCALIBUR: Look for instance, 
at the Canadian Film Development 
Corporation, which got all this 
government money two years ago to 
foster the Canadian film industry. 
They just back up these mock- 
Hollywood productions and B 
movies.

Hollywood in Canada
DELAHUNTY : The hang-up of the 

Canadian Film Development Board 
is that they are trying to create a 
Hollywood in Canada and they are 
thinking in big terms. They want 
concrete big films with very com
mercial backers and some 
American money and with scripts 
that are very commercial and with
distribution set-up and with stars jus, doi i( f |ivi Most of ther 
hat are significant and that s why ^ |e who teach |ike Rich| 

they back films in the very ex- " - % PexD,icit that thev are not pensive categories like $500,000 and '‘“f ‘̂h^ng much
up and to them anything that s less ThaVs what honesty isFand that's 
is amateurish and underground. what i think is lacking in all the fine 

EXCALIBUR: And there is arts courses. The situation is getting 
Senator Davey’s media commission pretty ludicrous.

Fine arts a farce
DELAHUNTY: It’s not a facade. 

It’s a farce. That’s what the whole 
joke is. The arts in Canada at the 
moment are starving. There’s very 
little opportunity for young people 
coming out of university or out of 
technical schools to get directly or 
even indirectly into the arts. I found 
that out soon enough. It’s a fan
tastically competitive field and what

EXCALIBUR: But it must be 
indicative of something when you do 
have all these hundreds of people 
interested in these things, theatre 
and film and the like. It’s strange 
how they can be at once stressed so
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Havens and Rush were good 
despite the occasional flawsWOW! You have to see 

our new arrivals in 
Spring Suede Fashions! By STEVE GELLER -

Ritchie Havens is not a 1 
folksinger. Rather he is an in- 1 
terpreter of contemporary musical 1 
literature. '

“When I sing, my mind is busy I 
looking at the pictures the writer I 
created. My body has something to 
do, which is to play the guitar. And | 
my spirit is feeling the song’s a 
sensation all over again. I sing S 
from what I see. It goes out and j 
then comes back to me.” j

Havens performed last Friday 
with this empathetic attitude for 1 
his music. Eyes closed, his left foot | 
keeping time to the rhythm of his | 
guitar, he spread his distinct, | 
raspy voice throughout Massey 1 
Hall. I

He sang some of his older tunes I 
(Maggie’s Farm) and more recent | 
ones (Rocky Racoon) but all his | 
songs seemed to offer thf element 1 
of hope i that Havens apparently 1 
sees in his music. Accordingly, the I 
number he chose for his encore jj 
was Let It Be. ^

The only flaw in Haven’s 
delivery rested not in his music but 9 
his between songs monologue ^ 
which consisted of plastic-sounding || 
speeches on brotherhood and the 2 
infinity of yesterday, today and I 
tomorrow.

Aside from being too long, the 
language was repetitious and 
cliche-ridden. However, the 
quality of his singing more than 
made up for it.

Preceding Havens was Tom 
Rush, no stranger to Toronto folk 
fans.

His makeup was country rock 
with a folk orientation. Ac
companied by Trevor Veitch on 
guitar and bass player Duke 
Bardwell, Rush placed a greater 
emphasis on an electric sound and 
greater country inflections than in 
past performances. For every 
serious ballad, Rush answered 
with a humorous or satirical song.

Not a particularly exciting

j# rIf.

,‘Pi

NOW ALSO :
<9

MENS & LADIES

SWEDISH
CLOGS $ 12-00

upALL SIZES

Pî ii

m

SB
EE

60

J» toiCJSPECIAL

STUDENT
RATE

ON ALL 
SHOWS 

EXCEPT 
FRI. &

W- ' SM -Ts% <*
HOWARD BATEMAN 
t JOHN UREN B

undoubtedly
the

disastrous, reviews 
r ever given any stage ^ 

show in Toronto!!!! ”
- however -

“SPRING THAW 70 IS A NEW BAG 
LIVES UP TO ITS TITLE”

—— -tx;. .

$2.00
SAT.

Ritchie Havens

performer, Rush relied on his cool, You Love and Hey, Bo Diddley. 
even voice and musical 
arrangements to win his audience. Martin Onrot who not only 

Highlights of his 45-minute arranged this successful concert 
performance were his versions of but who has brought a continuously 
Joni Mitchell’s Urge For Going^nd excellent flow of talent into town 
the moving merger of Who Who Do all winter.

Toronto owes its thanks to

London Free Press (CP)
“HIKED IT! I LIKED IT!”

Lynn Gordon, CKEY
“SPRING THAW 70 UTILIZES ITS 
MUSIC WITH SUCH ROUGH CHARM 
THAT IT LEAVES HAIR IN 
CONTRAST, LOOKING ONLY 
ROUGH.”

Argent's retch rock lousy

Mayall gave fine concertPeter Goddard, Tely

.. although I have tried with 
might and main to find 
something to say in the show’s 
favor, I am speechless.”
______________ Nathan Cohen, Star

By THE KID The most exciting portions of not carry the concert the way a top-
The O’Keefe Centre last week Mayall’s short appearance oc- billed headliner should, 

began its Sound of the Seventies curred when he delivered his The first half of the show was 
series of concerts with a fine fantastic harmonica solos. After butchered by a British rock group 
performance by John Mayall. that, Mayall introduced Duster known as Argent. They are a

Bennett and sat by the side of the unique group. I have witnessed
light rock, hard rock and acid rock 
but never have I come across the 
retch rock spewed out by this 
musically-offensive entourage.

. . .The Music is vital. The Dan
cing is vigorous, and the sketches 
are amusing. . . McKenzie Porter. Telegram

“Best Spring Thaw Ever”
Aldm. Wm. Kilbourn

With his peculiar style of basic, staSe and watched, 
down-to-earth traditional blues,
Mayall is considered by many to be 
the best white blues man in the pop. 
scene today.

Duster Bennett, as Mayall had 
proclaimed, was the best one man 
blues band to ever come out of 
England. To say that he was an Their numbers were too long and 

He was accompanied by John amazing musician would be an repetitious. The structure and
understatement. lyrics of their music were built

around one factor — simplicity.

Tues, to Thurs. 8:30 
Sat. 6:15 & 9:45

Fri. 9 p.m. 
Sun. 2:30 & 8 p.m.

Almond on saxaphone, John Mark 
on acoustic guitar and Alex Molski, 
who displayed some fine bass 
guitar work.

He played guitar, harmonica,
bass drum and cymbal as well as With the exception ot drummer 
singing. Bennett held the attention Bob Herit, the group lacked stage 
of his audience — merely 1,000 presence as well as ability. In fact, 
ardent blues fans — for his entire

PLAYHOUSE THEATRE
1605 Bayview Avenue 481-3378 

BOX OFFICE OPEN DAILY 
in association with CHFI

After sauntering onto the 
sprawling O’Keefe stage and 
setting up their own equipment, so*° performance and was 
Mayall and company executed two rewarded with heavy applause, 
numbers in which the master blues

it appeared that Herit was actually 
too good to be kicking around with 
the other hackers on stage as he 
delivered a drum solo in which he, As Mayall returned to center , . . .. , , . ,

artist played lead guitar and sang, stage Bennett remained to used not only sticks, but also
hands, feet and leather belt.complete the show, actually a 

series of jams with everyone 
exercising his right to execute and 
interpretive solo.

The dissatisfaction of the 
audience was summed up when 
one fan proclaimed: “I think 

As good as these jams were, in anybody off the street can put out a 
the long run they detracted from record these days ’’ 
the concert as Mayall was left in 
the background for too long. He did

Gone with the Wind
is coming to York

Jefferson Airplane will be at the 
O’Keefe on March 29.

RESTAURA,# . TAVERNSunday, March 22 
1 and 7 p.m.

York Polish 
Students—Movie

POPIOLYCharcoal-Broiled Sizzling STEAKS 
Served in Burgundy Wine 

and succulent ROAST BEEF 
Entertainment nitely in the 

UPSTAIRS VENETIAN LOUNGE &

Appearing Niteiy Dee

(Ashes)
by

Burton Auditorium

$1.00 tickets now on sa le 
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the box office

S. ZEROMSKI
3 p.m.March 22 

Carr Hall 
St. Michael's College

(just North of Wellesley & Bay)

Higgins
Steeles

TAVERN—RESTAURANT 
EM 8 5180,r .. , 349 VONGE ST

(Fully licensed)
■ i h
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1___________________lights^ Camera, fiction!
MaUd 7*r?°° ^ owVm u c h‘ï hough't

srôsaj.'ïïsfi^ï- *-«»—are
frame of Lfc™re Urln to a who started the movement against B'ms we have become accustomed that has little depth or lex.,?rfh°l food words, too, expressing in-
we°?r=r„fSSÎ„UlFCe:? ^ÆsieSgtsZf»' hisHÆKKlhf„T„”f is^pÇ^sSThrftï

X ,a,e J h 7 &SLXhyWr,SSe Hejspet?1^^ éKMditFF “ te « worth’The

greater Darf nf n,WhhChv 0rm the plot- but taking stories still £ ahiS camefa to best cover a His people talk and E listen a S,ttmg through. It shows little 
film havPe hLn = 1 ba^kgfround in seems to be the order of the art. and once having Placed his do little else ‘ 1 and pan.ache’ but much thought, and
Dswhedeîir mm •Per,0d °J snappy- Maud’s is a character study and that 18 ,ts Purpose.
K^SSSfAS: LtXM&ctt 

™,c„tK,s ,,s abiiiiy - p“„srlnr1ar
cin?mataMts0fmos!'aemirCineS’a is P|us^atl0" Bm R,mimer his IS

ï.femm.r,aCï”dfei SpleFt=a"

SSSI; comfortable SSL RÜ wühOf mov^ -tvc2s ata aspects of life and morality we
«SSsévîtk?• srs.s^'ssrisa
U/aET! LTM SS8mar°rXaonnd' “ »" Wil1
aw^dohnmethefflmsp, Ng„t E Str are shocking 

In films like The Pearls ,s’but they now seem naive and
Madame de Lettor To An SmCe m,ovies have 8U=-Unknown Woman and Lola S?ed?d. 1" ,glamorizing in- 
Montes, Ophuls created a disil!« aethSTm S‘eePing ar0Und and

emotion0’through°*tntellecb°Ufhis is Ma,U,d S ls * ,ver>’ adu" film, that
sæ ssr * “ s.-iSBïii-ûfti

As Truffaut has Dointed nut th0 thaJ 18 ia consideration of notions 
French are infect FUt,’,the and Problems that are generally

"zsxzsxzsdt s r"m await• Cahiers du^Cinïm»^ fr0Up 0f philosophers. At times it seems 
p ■ y lnema critics was like an essay on Pascal But like
book Roirmmohrnhl50Sihe Wr0te 3 pr0per intedectuals, the charac- 
Claude Chabrol, making dfar?? vehich^f USe the Philosophers as 
stand with the other Cahier crifics ideas expression of tbeir own
derstendhm ^f fihrf J°\ th®, un’ To get away from philosophy for

film0smeS'bimySh,0„UlVo°°kbea;„,„hS
society Cr tHan 35 3 Symptom of discussion and provide many^ice

fttoZT?'nature foseek ale, £ rllies^E leaving us to*th!?Ven months; by instead of merely living and 
American product? merCy °f ?ttlng tbe rules form themselves

aSisissr Maud's is • teTgXtrlL6!feel uncomfodah^th1^6 8°‘ug to and westerns to show why they 
through both their own faulfs and films?°St intrinsicaUy American 
some of its own ai d

r”-=rmV-ms.X

essr\,r{j*s
therefore, not much of a Dlot in this i TblS above aH’ a film about 
film. et muen ota plot in this love, which should, in the final

Back in 1962 Truffaut had had m??818’ interesting to
ut naa nad most people. But its dialogue

Nude girl 
can cause 
etiquette 
problems

n• j
V4<un-

7fBy DAN MERKUR 
“What do you say to a naked 

lady? What do you say when you 
barely know her?” asks Allen 
Fpit in his charming, hilarious, 
witty, touching, candid camera 
film (opening tomorrow at the 
Yonge — formerly Loew’s).

Well, what would you say? 
That s Funt’s whole point. 
Consider the situations he sets 
up. You’re in an office building 
and you push the elevator 
button. The door opens and out 
walks a naked lady sporting 
hat, shoes and a handbag. She 
then proceeds to ask you for 
directions.

You're asked to hold a ladder 
while a short-skirted good- 
looking chick climbs it to free a 
kitten from a tree. Where do you 
look?

!

KI

What do you say to a naked lady? "Cold? Have my coat." 
classed the instructress walks thtn^howSLmmEEl S ^

~cfubvsaryàrgeà

^tsssstàt5F f/S—■' enough «SS?

“Œba'W,ew audience a“d SZSSS*SL£l
p ence so everyone would know who d p ay .tbe genitalia Funt got

and how he got to film away with showing.
Add in his sex experience And of course, the wide-eyed, 

surveys - like asking the allotsL’ h,°ne,st aPPr(>ach 
members of a school basketball ai®Wed b,rrlto sllP in the two- 
team to give up their sex lives y,.a™ids fr0Jmking in the 
until the season was over the J|°gether without seeming at
opinion polls on methods'and even in the
procedures; and the high school ,3!F fllm Wl,h an interview
morality/ experience polls — .lth a Pr°stitute who admits 
and you’re just beginning to get S- e wan*s ber daughter to be a the picture 8 g VIrgm at marriage.

What Do You Say to a Naked °i^ prude Wl11 probably
Lady? is a must see for anyone ,h V,he ^°rallty squad about looking for light entertainment fl m’Ai guess- but with little 
After the Damned, Z and They !! on After all, what can the 
Shoot Horses, Don’t They’ na^dTd ^hat d° you say to a

reacting to the preceding 
footage.

Well, what would you say? 
Funt’s first candid camera

feature film has everything he 
could never show on TV. It is a 
surprisingly honest and mature 
film of the 
deceptive,
humorous reactions of the man 
and woman on the street to 
nakedness.

Funt didn't miss a trick. He 
set up his premises of the hit
chhiker, the ladder climber, the 
nude male model, the sex

are

surprisingly 
childish and

buffs can keep busy in
EEESEHr»

Vague ,i,„i^r F- C™ a"d — Nouvelle

FxSHHËS 
ïE£HEEEb£H^FF'e

bard and William Powell. one of lhe'gréa,est ïeÜE,

next month
comedies of the 30s; The Scarlet Empress (April 3) 
director Josef von Sternberg’s tour de force starring Marlene Dietrich and Sam jaffe, in one of thé mS
Eawh erCllmg, flivs ever 10 come out of Hollywood : The 
Man Who Came to Dinner (April 10), Montrv Wooley plays
HaSVîi» 6 C73ted on Broadway in Kaufman and 
Hart s classic comedy. Directed by William Keighlev
n,S° Ttb Bette Davis. Anne Sheridan and Jimmy 
Durante; Ministry of Fear (April 17), if Hitchcock is the 
master of suspense, then Director Fritz Lang is the
Mm!6H°f Pa.r3™ia This is one of his best, starring Rav 
Millând and The Awful Truth (April 24). a stunning 
comedy by Leo McCarey about Irene Dunne and Car? 
Grant, who are divorced, but Grant has visiting rights for

SiSEFEî'a-tF-•sI««---*5.r,5"Sis
Sd; éSPaul Newman, with Joanne W^odwS'Estelle'b’V 
and James Olson TheTrin nviamK oof j Este le Parsons 
Cormon, screenplay by'Roger 
Fonda. Dennis Hopper and Susan St? 1°"’ ff‘th Peter 
You Can , March 2?,, directed îv nhn Rg ; Catch Us If 
Barbara Ferris and Dav Cla k RPn T30' with directed by Roman Poland,- ’-*u eJ?U 8100 (March 24),
The Left Handed Gun (March isF'a much1"?6 Deneuve; 
about Billy the Kid bv Arthn/ n h underrated film

Marion B,a„XCr„^=Lta„Mti:arEri$

Also playing are a double bill of 
and Buster Keaton's Sherlock 
Cinema.

a Harold Llovd silent 
Junior, at The Silent

iErEEFBFF"-
EES0»-1«hzd
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Glendon wins York Cup with 4,005 points
finish higher however. College E second to Glendon in total points 
found seconds in men’s and but only passed one team,, 
women’s volleyball and archery, Osgoode, this winter. 
but also had four defaults. Osgoode seemed to have a feast

Vanier surprisingly had nothing or famine problem with either high
finishes or defaults. They 

hockey and swimming. They could men’s basketball, squash and 
have finished much higher except curling and had two thirds, but 
for four defaults in first term, defaulted in five men’s or coed 
During the winter term they were sports plus three women’s sports.

Glendon College combined skill 
and reliability to win the York Cup 
for yet another year. The Glen- 
donites finished with 4,005 points, 
almost 1,400 points more than 
second place Winters with 2,635.

Third place fell to McLaughlin 
with 2,464 while Founders were a 
solid fourth with 2,190. Newcomer 
College E finished a creditable 
fifth with 1,951 while Vanier 
managed 1,902 with a second half 
surge.

Osgoode had 1,228 points. The 
grads-MBA managed to find fine 
basketball players and managed 
220 points.

Glendon won nine sports —

tennis, soccer, cross-country, sport but McLaughlin showed 
women’s and men’s hockey, great consistency with four 
women’s basketball, badminton, seconds and five thirds. Four 
and archery
seconds, two thirds and one fourth.
Just as important as these high 
placings is another reason for the 
G-men’s success, their par
ticipation. They never defaulted.

Winters won flag football, men’s Tournament produced a number of 
volleyball and swimming and surprises in the opening rounds, 
picked up two seconds and two Both the first seed Doug Owens and 
thirds. Winters had only two the second seed Kerry Stephens, 
defaults.

Founders won golf and table was beaten by Joe Lemoin and 
tennis and had a second and three Stephens by Colin Mac Andrews, 
thirds but defaulted in three sports.

and had five defaults hurt Mac’s chance to

better than thirds in women’s wonSquash champs
The Murray G. Ross Squash

Thankslost in the quarter finals. Owens

By BRUCE CLARK
EXCALIBUR sports have probably been their best ever this 

year. This hasn’t happened spontaneously but is the result of the 
work of a large number of people who went out week after week to 
dig out the stories you read each Thursday.

First two to be commended are the women of EXCALIBUR 
sports. Margie Wolfe wrote most of the women’s sports you read. 
Also to be thanked is Rosemary King who helped edit copy and 
more important did the onerous chore of typing every week. To 
both girls thank you for the fine job and for the crap you put up with 
every Monday from me.

Thanks also to the trio who wrote men’s sports — John Madden 
for hockey, Dave Crocker for basketball, and Peter Budnick for 
football. John was with the hockey team for three years, longer 
than many of the players, and the teams’ success this year 
especially gratifying.

Dave had the unpleasant task of watching a potentially great 
basketball squad disintegrate. Maybe next year the team will put it 
all together and Dave will be able to write stories in the same tone 
as John.

The semi-final lineup is Paul 
None of the other colleges won a Roster against MacAndrews, with

Paul Frost meeting Cliff Leznoff.

Cold.GOOD COOK?,
f Send

The final is at noon tomorrow.

\ /hard ..Eereed (? 
^Eswii^s

Toronto % l-vqcst JinH finest 
selection of ptercerf earrinq-,
^HYGIENIC EAR 

PIERCING SERVICE
LEO «WIN

unsentimentalPsychedelic
Recipies
with name and phone 
number to:

Box #3
635 Briar Hill Ave. 
Toronto 305, 
Ontario

money-hungry 
business manager 
willing to work like 
hell to keep summer 
theatre 
Point) out of the red. 
Must be interested in

was
(Jackson's Jeweller 4 

Goldsmith
ciriTivi kmmet jeweut 

229 Tonn, Sint, JOS 
Ctt. $li»l«r - FM 6-5111 

AU. WORK DONE IN OWN iTVDtO
I

theatre and ex
perienced in business 
management.
Apply to:

Only one word for Peter — Windsor went from fifth to first this 
year — York can do it next year.

Tim Clark and the other photographers lightened up the sports 
pages this year. Sports photography is a particularly difficult field 
and EXCALIBUR’s photogs did a great job.

Thanks also to all the stringers, men and women, who supplied 
stories and raw data in their particular sport. Names that come to 
mind are Colin MacAndrews in squash, Dave Moore in volleyball, 
Terry Gardner in rugger, Shirley Gasparet in women’s hockey and 
Nancy Bahniuk in volleyball. Please excuse me for any names 
forgotten.

Finally thanks to EXCALIBUR editors Bob Waller and John 
King who gave sports the space and the opportunity to “do its 
thing.”

payment will be received upon 
publication of recipie. deadline: 

y^april 10, 1970 A
GETTING ENGAGED?

Jane 924-7003/ «fBte
MfKijbL ,0

%Excalibur Publications 
4700 Keele Street 
Downsview 463, Ontario ysfaurrii

FORGET ABOUT LOVE WHEN 
YOU BUY A DIAMOND RING Keep it up next year.I would like to subscribe to Excalibur 1970-71:

Love is Fine 
Diamond is business and repre
sents a major investment. To 
help you make this investment 
based on facts, we offer a free 
booklet “The Day you Buy a 
Diamond" tells you what to ask 
for and what to expect when you 
make this important investment.

but buying a
□ 1 year/ $7.00 □ payment enclosed Classified□ bill me later□ 2 years/ $12.00

HOUSE TO SHARE : If you are in your mid 
twenties and if you are looking for an at
tractive place to live, with no restrictions, call 
Geoff at 766 4564.
SALE : One French Ten speed bicycle, one car 
radio and one 15" tire and wheel (auto). Call 
636 9754 after 6 p.m.
FOR SALE : 1964 Karmann Ghia in very good 
condition, must be seen. Phone 964 0900 after 5 
p.m.
BASEBALL: Casual games this spring and 
summer, trips, and an intercollegiate team. 
Those with an active or passive interest 
needed to help form York Baseball Club. 
Phone Steve, 638 2094.

VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED: to tutor high 
school students, especially in mathematics 
and science. Also, volunteers to work with 
teenagers in youth programs now and during 
summer in Bloor Bathurst area. Phone 531 
6214.
TYPING: Fast, accurate, intelligent. Thesis, 
essays, reports, feasibility studies. Call Mrs. 
Walker at 449 7077 (days) or 444-3744 (evngs.). 
Pick up and delivery service if desired.

«Name:

WE ARE DIRECT 
DIAMOND DEALERSAddress:

SIGNATURE

Hugh Proctor & Co.
yDATE DIAMOND DEALERS

131 BLOOR W., STE. 416 
______ 921—7702

HOME TYPING: 10 years Secretarial ex 
perience. Can be reached day or night, at 741 
3626 — Mrs. Andres. 30c per double spaced 
page. Keep this number for future use. Essays, 
thesis, large assignments all welcomed. 20 STUDENTS REQUIRED: Must have use of 

car — to help the fight against pollution. Be 
TYPING done quickly and neatly. Pick up and your own boss and work for yourself in your 
delivery service available. Phone 247-6014. own business. For information call 449 9098.

PHARMACEUTICAL POSITION: A large 
Toronto firm requires 2 Sales representatives 
for Toronto. BSc. Biology, outgoing, am
bitious. $7,200 plus car and expenses. Phone

WANTED: Night watchman, handyman for 
summer day camp. Season starts June 29th.
Some regular work, in May and June ir. 
preparing the camp site. Call RU. 3-4951, from 
9:30 — 5:00 p.m. or write to Director of Camp Mr Coopman at 368 0788 for appointment. 
Robin Hood, 3014A Bathurst Street. ABORTION: A question of class? A Sunday

Forum with the Women Liberation Front at 
the First Unitarian Congregation, 175 St. Clair 
Avenue West at Avenue Road. Sunday, March 
22, at 2 p.m.
SUMMER ACCOMMODATION IN TORON
TO: from May 11 to September 11. Rooms as 
low as $10.00 per week (meals $10.00 extra). 
For information and applications, write 
Campus Co-op, Room 111, 395 Huron St., 
Toronto 181, Ontario. Telephone 964 1961. 
DISTRIBUTORSHIPS AVAILABLE: for less 
than $30.00. Run your own business. Part-time 
or full-time. Men and women welcome and 
training provided. For interview, phone Peter 
Ellis at 249 4894.
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY: To work this 
summer in a Hebrew speaking atmosphere. 
Male/ female counsellors needed (minimum 
age 19); head of swimming. Previous ex 

WANTED: Married couple to share 3 bedroom perience necessary. Call Camp Massad, 787- 
apartment with two others. Eglinton Mt.
Pleasant area. Phone 489 4938.

COLLEGE “E” STUDENTS
GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone today 
for free booklet "The day you buy a diamond". 
H. Proctor & Co., 131 Bloor Street West, Suite 

. 416, 921 7702.
SALE: 1968 LOTUS ELAN SESS, excellent 
condition, summer and winter Pirelli tires, 
newly painted. Must sell. Contact Kathy 
Francey, Maclaughlin Residence, Rm. 1206, 
635 7676.
TRANSCENDENTAL
Students International Meditation Society 
welcomes your inquiries, Monday & Thursday, 
10:00 — 2:00 p.m. in Temporary Office Bldg.. 
Room 40.

INTERESTED IN CHOOSING YOUR FURNITURES

COME TO OUR NEXT 
COLLEGE "E” 

GENERAL MEETING

MEDITATION :

TYPING DONE AT HOME: Bayview and 
Cummer area. Essays, thesis, reports, etc. 
Call 226 3777.

0197 (9 4 p.m.).
FOR SALE: 1966 Chevy II, 4 door sedan 
automatic - radio. White with red interior. 
Snow tires and wheels actual miles 20,000. 
One owner. Best offer. Phone 225 5985 after 5

THE FIRST ESTATE Party Easter Saturday.
SATURDAY, MARCH 28, 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. is the 
First Estate Easter Extravaganza party at the 
Ontario Science Centre, Don Mills Road. If you 
are a single male or female over 21 — come. 
For information phone 486-0466.
HOME TYPING: 10 years Secretarial ex
pedience. Can be reached day or night, at 741 - 
3626 — Mrs. Andrews. 30c per double spaced 
page. Keep this number for future use. Essays, 
thesis, large assignments all welcomed.

p.m.
KINGSTON: Spending any time in Kingston 
this summer. Single or double rooms, and 
meals if desired, are available by the week or 
more in Science '44 Co op. If interested write, 
Summer Manager, 397 Brock Street, Kingston, 
Ontario.
1960 VOLKSWAGEN: for sale, certified, $225 
— Phone 635-0312 after 5 p.m.

THE FIRST ESTATE Party Easter Saturday. SUBLET: 3 Bedroom luxury apartment
(dishwasher). Keele-Sheppard. May 1 Oct. 1 
for $166.00. Oct. 1, 1970 May 1, 1970 lease 
available. Call 635-5437.

Thursday, March 19 

at 3:00 p.m. FREE ROOM: for female student. Call Mrs. 
Gendron at 749 2550 for further details.

^ it s more powerful, more beautiful,
Æ heavier, safer and longer-lasting with: T 

■ ^ • 4 wheel independent suspension \
1 • 4 wheel power disc brakes I

And more ! Come see for yourself ! i
S» ds... “the car of the year

mm

NEW
PEUGEOT 504

Murray G. Ross Building------Common Room
N-125

the special car 
for special people

“Democracy is best attained when every man par
ticipates in the Government to the fullest.”

RAYMOND’S 
EUROPEAN CAR 

SERVICE
41 EDDYSTONE AVE. 

Telephone 743-6845

' * *. À
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) On Campus
-*^ Thursday March 19.

10 am — CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION. Meeting and 
discussion in Room 114, McLaughlin College.

12 noon — HISTORY DEPARTMENT MEETING. Students and 
faculty to discuss history program in connection with pre-registration in 
Room F, Stedman Lecture Halls.

12 noon — NOON HOUR CONCERT. Henry Cuesta, jazz, Vanier 
Dining Hall.

The benefits program for York contributions and benefits coor- standard ward levels in approved _. 1 p5™ BLACK PEOPLE S MOVEMENT. Speakers from Chicago
staff and faculty is an essential dinated rather than stacked; those hospitals. Black Panthers and Toronto and Montreal. Winters College Dining Hall,
plan and one which rates with the who subscribe to both plans still Registration through York for .3 pm ~~ COLLEGE E GENERAL MEETING. Common room N145, 
best. According to the director of- pay only 6 per cent of their earn- OHSIP (medical) coverage of the Mmistry of Love.
personnel, D.J. Mitchell, “Our ings. Group Insurance Plan is also ,3 P™ COLLOQUIUM. Speaker Max Wyman, president of the
benefit program is very com- Benefits of the York Pension compulsory. university of Alberta, on Generalization of Watson’s Lemma”, in Room
petitive with other large Plan include an annual pension, The Group Insurance Plan is S203, Ministry of Love
organizations both in type of and payable monthly after age 65 as an perhaps the most attractive part of 4 P1*1 ~T * ,ns'11 a^ Lake Louise” and introductory lecture,
amount of coverage”. annuity for life, of one-third of the the York Benefits program in presented by Students International Meditation Society, Stedman

There are four major com- total of the persons required addition to the OHSIP coverage. Lecture Ha
ponents of the insured benefits contributions. Features of the plan The Plan includes supplemental 4 P1™-LECTURE. Lionel Tiger, author of‘Men in Groups’, will speak
program: pension, Ontario include provisions for early hospital coverage, extended care ®n Political Aspects of Sexual Differences", sponsored by the Faculty of
Hospital Insurance, group in- retirement and death, widow’s, benefits, and group life insurance Graduate Studies. All welcome in Room S915, Ministry of Love,
surance plan, and long term salary and children's benefits. —all for a premium lower than •’Pm UNDERGROUND FILMS. Sponsored by College E, Room A,
continuance insurance. Registration for Ontario Hospital OHSIP would ordinarily be by Stedman Lecture Halls.

Staff and faculty are covered by Insurance is compulsory under itself. 6 pm "7 CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION. Meeting and
the Canada Pension Plan and all of provincial statutes, and all The Supplemental Hospital discussion in Room 114, McLaughlin College,
those whose salaries are at the rate members of faculty and staff, coverage supplements the Ontario 6:30 pm — FILMS. “The Treasures of Japan”, “Japanese Architëc-
of or in excess of $5,000 must join unless otherwise exempted, are Hospital Insurance, providing ture" and “Juduka”. Extra seating available, Burton Auditorium,
the York Pension Plan. When the required to participate through payment for charges in excess of 8 Pm WRITERS WORKSHOP. Public reading, all poets welcome,
Canada Pension Plan came into salary deductions. The benefit of the government plan, up to semi- North York Public Library, Bathurst Heights Branch,
effect in 1966, the benefits of the the Ontario Hospital Insurance private coverage. The extended 8:30 pm — GREEN BUSH INN. Live entertainment, cover charge of
two plans were integrated and Plan is in-patient hospital care at care benefits cover 80 per cent of 7t°r non-members, in Central Square.

the cost of medical expenses not Friday March 20. 
covered by OHSIP for each 
calendar year.

Under the group life insurance

University News
Copy supplied by Department of Information

York Very competitive'

Benefits good: Mitchell

10-7 pm — CHESS DAY. Speed chess championship for York, starting 
at 4 pm, Vanier junior common room.

12-7 pm — GREEN BUSH INN. Live entertainment with 75 cents cover 
plan, all employees are entitled to charge for non-members, in Central Square
an amount of life insurance equal 2 pm - HISTORY STUDENTS ASSOCIATION. Elections, Vanier 
to 300 per cent of their annual College, Room 106. If unable to attend and seeking office, contact 
salary up to age 55, at which time department office, Room 224, Vanier.
the amount starts to decrease by 20 3:30 pm - SPECIAL LECTURE. Sigmund Koch, speaking on “The
per cent for each additional year. Encounter Group Movement and Its Image of Man”, sponsored by York 

Initiated in 1965, the long term 10 and psychology department, in Atkinson College Lecture Hall 
salary continuance insurance plan 
has been so successful that there

Moore gets 
fine arts 

appointment
The appointment of Mavor 

Moore as a professor of theatre 
arts in the Faculty of Fine Arts 
has been announced by York 
president Murray G. Ross. The 
appointment is effective July 1, 
1970.

“We are especially en
thusiastic about the addition to 
our faculty of a man with the 
wide experience and in
volvement of Mr. Moore in all 
aspects of the theatre," Ross 
said.

7-10 pm — BADMINTON CLUB. Staff, faculty and graduate students 
new members welcome, upper gym, Tait McKenzie Building.X

ES13S.3E ThTr? 'c°RKSHOP ReglS,ra,i0n tor • course

$6,000 plus 50 per cent in excess of „ ,,reîLby Lhe CJ^re for Continuing Education, fee $60. Room Alll, York 
$6,000 of normal basic earnings, Hal,1' G'endon Coilege. For further information call 635-2502. 
plus maintenance of the York am ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE. Registration for a 20- 
University Pension Plan coverage, ~fe C0U^SÇ by the Centre for Continuing Education, fee $50, Room 349, 
while total disability exists (after a endon College. For further information call 635-2502.
90-day waiting period). The cost is Sunday March 22.
30 cents a month per $100 of 
monthly salary.

W-

1 pm and 7 pm — FILM. “Gone With the Wind”, sponsored by 
Humanities Division and College E. Tickets ($1) may be obtained from 

The only significant change the Humanities office or the College E office, T.O.B. Room D6. 
which has occurred of late con
cerning the benefits programme is gYm. Tait McKenzie Building, 
the change over of medical

Moore will resign as the 
general director of the St. 
Lawrence Centre for the Arts on 
June 30 but will continue to offer 
his services as chief executive 
officer of the Toronto Arts 
Foundation, which operates the 
centre.

Jules Heller, dean of the 
Faculty of Fine Arts, said that 
Moore, who last spring received 
an honorary degree of Doctor of 
Letters from York, will be 
teaching in the fall of 1970.

“We welcome this link bet
ween the university and the

2 pm-4 pm — BADMINTON CLUB. All new members welcome, upper

the change over of medical 3:30 pm — FILM. “How I Won the War," sponsored by Winters 
coverage from Travellers to College, admission 25 cents, Room D, Stedman Lecture Halls.
OHSIP. York faculty and staff are 
still covered by Travelers In
surance (who act as an agent for 
OHSIP) and pay medical bills 
received by sending them on to 
Travelers in Hamilton. Under the

professional arts, and hope that 
Mr. Moore will be able to fur
ther at York the integration of 
the creative arts which un
derlies the policy he established 
as general director of the St. 
Lawrence Centre," Heller said. 
“His continuing connection with 
the St. Lawrence Centre allows 
a uniquely useful bond between 
the university and the general 
community.”

Monday March 23.
12-12:30 pm — CONDITIONING FOR MEN. Tait McKenzie.
12:30 pm — CONDITIONING FOR WOMEN. Tait McKenzie. 
6:30-9:30 pm — FILM. “Les Enfants du Paradis", a humanities class 

but extra seating available, in Burton Auditorium.
new plan, only 90 per cent of the 7 Pm — HLM. "Feu Follet" sponsored by the Glendon French 
cost is covered by OHSIP, and the Department, no admission, Room A105, York Hall, Glendon. 
person must pay the remainder 
directly. Although the OHSIP 
premium is considerably higher 
than that previously billed by 
Travelers, the increase was ab
sorbed by the university.

As with most insurance 
programs, nobody pays much 
attention to details until he has the 
occasion to draw on the benefits.
For this reason, Personnel Ser
vices provides initial information 
at the time a member of staff or 
faculty joins the university, but 
more important, is prepared to 
answer questions on these 
programs at any time.

Such questions may be handled 
over the telephone by calling 
Personnel Record at 2278 or 
visiting S851 of the Ross Building.

Tuesday March 24.
12 noon — FREE UNIVERSITY. Meeting to establish. Room 291, 

Behavioural Science Building.
12 noon — SPECIAL LECTURE. Sponsored by Ontological Society, 

Room A105, York Hall, Glendon.
5:15 pm - CREDIT UNION MEETING. The third annual general 

meeting of the York University Faculty and Staff (Toronto) Credit Union 
Ltd. held in Room D, Stedman Lecture Halls, for all interested.Faculty briefs Wednesday March 25. 

12 noon — SPECIAL LECTURE. Sponsored bv the Ontological 
Society, Room 002, McLaughlin.

12:30-2 pm —RESEARCH COLLOQUIUM. H.T. Wilson, behavioural 
science area, Faculty of Administrative Studies, will speak on “The 
Dismal Science of Organization Reconsidered”, Room S205, Ministry of 
Love.

PROF. I. BAR-LEWAW, foreign literature, has been awarded a 
Canada Council grant for further research on José Vasconcelos.

PROF. J.G. CASTEL, Osgoode, is chairman of the Private In
ternational Law Commission as well as the Office of Revision of the Civil 
Law of Quebec. In the latter area he is preparing a Code of Conflicts for 
Quebec.

PROF. IRVING LAYTON, ELI MANDEL, and MIRIAM WAD- 
DINGTON, English, have been recorded on tape, reading their own 
poems, discussing how their poems came to be written and the part 
writing poetry plays in their lives. “Canadian Poets on Tape", half-hour 
tapes by nine of Canada’s leading contemporary poets, is a project of the y » x 4:30 pm — SEMINAR SERIES. N.C. Baird, University of Western
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education. ' o/e prOTeSSOT Ontario, will speak on “The Energies and Geometries of Polyenes”

PROF nfit m‘ Mna rthitr h . », . . Room 320> Farquharson Building. All Welcome.
rJSSSttir C°,kee' to /eefure Collag='

PROF'. A.N. McLEOD, economics, Atkinson College, presented a qm nsvrhn/nrtw 8:30 pm — PREMIERE. New Canadian play, “An Act of
paper on internationalliquidity to a seminar of the economics depart- Violence", presented by York University Players, directed by Peter
ment, Yale University, March 6. R . , i i ft f Peer' McLaughlin junior common room.

PROFV R W. NICHOLLS, physics, CRESS, spoke on “The Culham- psychiatry at Yale UniversTty^wHl Engüs^ wrîTer^n U f Uforïïïe toirmaBSmSD^oredr bv 
Imperial College-Harvard College Observa tory-York University Rocket deliver the fourth Gerstein lecture, College E ° Uk materials- Sponsored by
Observations of the March 1970 solar eclipse in the vacuum ultra-violet” “Psychological Man in 
at the National Committee for Canada of the International Astronomical Revolution", on Monday in the 
Union Symposium, March 13-14, Queen’s University. Moot Court of Osgoode Hall Law

School.

Born in New York, Lifton has
published March 4, 1970 by Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New travelled extensively in the far 
Jersey, 442 pages. East, and is particularly interested

in the relationship between in- 
MIRIAM WADDINGTON, English, participated in a panel on dividual psychology and historical 

The Poet and Nature" at the annual conference of the Canadian change. His book, Death in Life 
Association for American Studies and gave a lecture on “A.M. Klein’s Survivors of Hiroshima, received 
Rocking Chair for Beth Tzedec and the Canadian Jewish Congress at the National Book Award for the 
the Beth Tzedec Synagogue, Dec. 7. Sciences in 1969.

12 noon — NOON HOUR CONCERT. Rock show of the Yeomen 
Winters Dining Hall.

4-6 pm — GUEST SPEAKER. William L. Weinstein, Balliol College 
Oxford, will read paper entitled “Freedom". Sponsored by the depart
ments of political science and philosophy, faculty common room, East 
side.

College F is goPROF. NAOMI ROSENBAUM, political science. “Readings on the 
International Political System" edited by Prof. Rosenbaum was

York’s seventh college, College 
F, will accept its first 350 students be spread around the campus, as 
next September, Dennis Healy, the they were for College E this year, 
vice-president in charge of College E’s projected enrollment 
academic affairs, said last week of 1.150 students will move into the 
. , , , new College E building Sept. 1. The

A master and a senior tutor for College E residence is scheduled 
College F have yet to be appointed, for completion by September, 1971.

Classes and college offices will
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Letters to the Editor Address letters to the Editor , EXCALIBUR, York University 
Those yped (double spaced) are appreciated. Letters must be 
qoc^ reasronqal re3SPnS' A pseudonVm will be used if you have a

The Compromise
Canada, you buxom bitch,
Your sons claim
You've been raped by the U.S.
Don’t they know in every rape
the victim expresses
5% of willingness.
In your case it was probably more 
Not that I’d call you a whore, 
but flaunting huge tits of timber, 
rich holes of uranium, 
moist oil fields,
How could you expect
your southern insatiable paramour
to let you be?
In rhythm to your hysterical glee 
your urgent breath 
his paper green genitals promise 
to love you to death.

Library staff have 
no stand on wages yet

Sir:
In your article on the meeting held 

recently to discuss the formation of a staff 
association for York University, it was 
incorrectly reported that the library staff 
association “has no wage grievance ” 

The situation in the three university 
libraries is as follows. We are in the midst 
of an evaluation process which is being 
conducted by the university personnel 
department. This evaluation, which for the 
first time will clearly define job 
classifications, will not be completed for at 
least another month. We understand (as 
was the case last year at Petrie) that new 
job classifications will mean new wage 
scales. Until the evaluation is completed 
therefore, the Library Staff Association 
feels it would be foolish for us to make anv 
comment on wages.

~ '“i u

3 ■i

X >
fir; \ ‘cl

£
9

9 0Kenneth Sherman 
McLaughlin I

Listener cynical 
about RYFM on cable

ft}
It should be pointed out that the per

sonnel department plans to evaluate the 
remainder of the university staff in a 
similar manner.

Ii i m tPres-*-. mLili

Sir:
Gary MacDonald. 

President, 
York University Libraries 

Staff Association

Radio York has finally made the “big 
time." What a development! ftfl

Steve Harris, station manager, appears 
to believe that, “Our lives are here and 
will necessarily reflect that in 
tent.”

mIIV $mmwe m pj■ill mm >4 l|\M
our con-

\ et he made moves involving 
training of announcers to “an acceptable 
level of competency,” and changing 
programming for “a balance that will 
have something satisfying for the greatest 
number of listeners.”

i

Wanted.\

EE,

! Bright, young 
women 
looking for 
exciting 
careers in 
fashion.

7/
I suppose that the new studio costing up 

to $35,000 also reflects the lives of Radio 
York’s personnel on the York 
scene.

These new projects imply the graduation 
of Radio York to the bigger, and 
professional circle of radio stations. When 
180,000 homes tune in to York University 
on 97.5, do they want to accept the 
material, or will there be ‘pressure’ for 
more popular and ‘relevant’ program
ming.

I have one more suggestion. Change the 
name to Rogers Radio (York) Limited.

Jake Atteslander, 
McLaughlin I

r r

campus

open the door, and I question whether this 
was, in fact, not illegal.

4. I also noticed (and cannot

forced to purchase any book simply to 
support the author’s royalties.

How moral is Dr. Petit being in this 
case?

more

„ see any
reason for) two men from York Town 
trying to gain entrance to one of the cars 
they had in tow. (I presume that the 
steering had been locked — in an attempt 
to guard against theft.) They appeared to 
be employing some pretty violent means to 
open the door, and I question whether this 
was, in fact, not illegal.

The parking problem is critical at York, 
and in the past, some pretty hazardous 
problems have been occasioned by people 
inconsiderately parking their cars. On the 
one hand, however, we have critically few 
parking places and on the other a security 
force which seems to be bent on removing 
cars from anywhere it considers "out of 
bounds”. It appears that students (and 
indeed anyone else parking at York) has 
no recourse when he is “towed-away”).

Pat Savin, 
Vanier III

m an interview Tuesday Petit said he 
didn’t recall ever being asked to put the 
book on the library reserve list.

If you are about to make . 
important career decision 
— consider the fashion 
world and all the glamour 
and excitement that goes 
with it. The Nancy Taylor 
Fashion Merchandising 
Course offers you the 
opportunity of a lifetime. 
You’ll receive specialized 
training .. . all the fashion 
know-how demanded by 
department stores, 
boutiques, designers, 
couturiers — all over the 
world.
Would you like to be a 
buyer ? A fashion coordi
nator? A stylist? Maybe 
your future lies in fashion 
writing, editing, or pro
motion. Or would you 
rather be a publicity or 
ad director? A fashion 
reporter or a producer of 
fashion shows ?
Write or phone now for the 
exciting booklet — Career 
Fashion Forecast.

an

He said there are about 200 students in 
his third year course. Moral Crisis in 
Management is the only required text on 
the course.York must solve 

‘towing away' question
lam very concerned with the problem of 

“towing-away” discussed by Ron 
Lieberman in your March 5 issue. I have 
observed several such incidents and this is 
my impression.

Petit makes a royalty of 10 cents on 
every book sold. — ed.

Reader complains 
about 176B disruptions

Sir:
I have been very annoyed by the amount- 

and quality of publicity and criticism 
given to the course, Natural Science 176B..

As a member of the course, I have many 
times been astounded by the disruptive 
conduct of the students in the class and 
even though I sit in the front row, it is- 
almost impossible to hear. Most of the 
students are not interested, and are taking 
the course only because they must take a 
nat. sci. course, but this gives them no 
right to distract those who are interested.

As for the group which wishes to invite a 
Marxist to discuss pollution, please 
enlighten me — I was not aware that Marx 
was a natural scientist. These students 
merely wish to discuss the emotional 
social and political issues which one can 
read every day in the newspaper, and not 
natural science of the subject. This is not a 
social science course on contemporary 
issues — it is a science course! Also, 
can not make a very rational criticism ... 
the subject if one does not even understand 
the scientific aspect!

As for Polonsky’s comments in the 
March 12th article that “Professor Katz, 
the present lecturer, is having to teach 
very advanced scientific stuff to freshmen, 
and it’s way over their heads," please 
enlighten me again ! I have had no science 
background, and I fail to understand what 
is so difficult in comprehending, for 
example, air pollution disasters, how 
water is tested, etc. Also, our exams have 
been very fair, no technical questions have 
been asked.

‘ 1 ‘,h“ “>= irking byiaws a, York
etc., and the sole judge of this appears to are there tof^ve a lo8lcal and reasonable 
be the security guard on the scenel saw a PurPose> and that they should be exercised

girl’s car being towed away from the west in 3 rh“We X X1 wa>'' The towingentrance of Vanier College on the evening If6 shoii d be Payed each time by York and of March 5 and she didTot appear to "be (shoald »*.“?«* »
parked in a reserved spot, or blocking the th Y k traffic V10latl0n- 
entrance. The security guard utterly 
refused to discuss the matter, and was, in 
fact, quite discourteous.

cai-

as any

I believe a test case is inevitable (as it 
was in Toronto several years ago) — much 
to the detriment of the good name of the 
university. The only solution I can see is 
that if “illegally” parked cars must be 
towed away then York should maintain its 
own auto pound and towing service on the 
campus. The bi-party contracting question 
can then be worked out among ourselves. 
(Does the university have the right to tow 
away a student’s car to its pound?) The 
university of Toronto seems to have solved 
its parking problem — but the University 
of New York at Buffalo has been the 
of some pretty bloody clashes just 
this question of “towing away”. Something 
must be done now.

2. I wonder, (and perhaps someone can 
put me straight on this) whether when a 
person enters York University property he 
is compelled to obey the bylaws of the 
university. If this is not so, I would think 
that this matter is solely an antecedent of 
the Howson case mentioned by Lieber
man, and that in fact York Town Towing is 
guilty of theft while York and its security 
officers on the scene are at least guilty of 
Counselling an Offense (s.22 of the 
Criminal Code.) As a matter of interest, 
the young lady in question phoned the 
Metro Police to report the theft of her car 
— but they refused to intervene in the 
matter — the question of the validity of 
civil and criminal law at York.

3. On the same evening several cars 
were removed from the southwest corner 
of McLaughlin residence. These cars were 
neither blocking an entrance or an 
"emergency route.” No signs were posted 
where they were parked and the spaces 
were not reserved. I suspect that this is 
indeed a “fire route” to the south side of 
the residence, but I am not sure of this — 
and how indeed is a non-resident of the 
York community ever going to guess the 
ins and outs of all of the “designated” and
non-designated” areas upon which he can 

or can not park? (Especially if they are not 
all marked.)

o9
/ /
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- DROP THIS COUPON IN THE MAIL--!

PatFinnigan, 
McLaughlin College

Bus. student upset 
at Moral Crisis

Ht-'SII me more details about 
"Fashion Career Course".

Address ...............

SchoolSir:
There is a book, Moral Crisis in 

Management, required for a course taken 
by third year undergraduates and fifth 
year (graduate) students in the business 
program. There are only two copies of this 
book available in the library, yet the 
professor and author, Dr. T.A. Petit, 
refuses to place these two copies on the 
reserved list. He claims we should pur
chase the 170-page book at a cost of $4.35 in 
the bookstore instead. I protest that we be

A tic Plume

8\ SHAW 
? COLLEGESOf course, improvements could be made 

in the course, such as more films, guest 
speakers, etc., but the vast negative 
generalizations, some by those who aren't 
even in the course, are in my opinion 
false.

2430 Yonge St. 
Toronto 12, Ont.

481-6477
1231U

Christy le Roij


